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Sports Information

Tennis Quick Facts

The Sports Information Office at Lynn University,
under the direction of Chad Beattie, is responsible for
the day-to-day publicity efforts of its 11 NCAA DMsion II
sports for men and women. The primary functions of the
Lynn University Sports Information Office are to service
and accommodate the media in its coverage of the
entire intercollegiate athletics department.
The Sports Information Office, located in the de
Hoernle Center, handles a myriad of press services,
including, but not limited to, the issuance of credentials,
the publication of media guides, game programs and
press notes as well as maintaining statistics and upkeep
of the website.
Members of the Sports Information Office will assist
you with any day-of-game needs, including player and
coach information, in-game statistics and post-game
notes and quotes. Journalists and media covering Lynn
University Athletics benefit from working in a professional and comfortable environment.
Members of the Sports Information staff are on call
virtually every day of the year, around the clock in an
effort to enhance the coverage of Lynn University athletics.
Please kindly adhere to the following guidelines when
covering Lynn University athletics during the 20062007 academic year.
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Mission Statement
The role of the athletic program is to support the
overall University mission. Intercollegiate competition
has been an integral part of higher education in America
for more than a century. The University endorses the
concept of "Athletics as Education" described in the policy statement adopted by the American Council on
Education in 1984, which cites key contributions of athletics to the individual, the institution, and society as a
whole, as follows:
"Among these contributions are the development of
discipline, teamwork and se~-confidence of individuals
who participate, the improvement and substance of
institutional reputations and morale, and the heightening of visibility that aids in recruitment of students and
financial contributions."
The basic premise underlying these very positive
contributions is that athletics is, and must continue to
be, an important part of the educational process.

Location . ................Boca Raton, Fla., 334 31
Founded .....•..•..•... . .. . . .. .......... 1962
Enrollment ..... . .. .. • .. •..•............. 2.700
Nickname . . . ......•..•......... .Fighting Knights
Colors ........•..•..•....... Royal Blue and White
Affiliation .....•..................NCAA Division II
Conference .......... . .. .Sunshine State (joined 1997)
President .. .. . ................ .Dr. Kevin M. Ross
Senior Vice President ..... • .... .Gregory J. Mafilano
Athletics Director .............. . .. .. Kristen Moraz

Men'sGoll Information
Head Coach . ........................Mike Perez
Alma Mater ............... .. ........Arizona '97
Women's Record at Lynn ........... .344-54 (.864)
Men's Record at Lynn ...... ....... 253-119 (.679)
Career Record .. . ................ 596-173 (.775)
National Championships/Last: ......... .. ... 6/2001
Women's Assistant: ....... . ... . . . .... .Dragana 'Ilic
Men's Assistant: ...........•..•....... .Jan Macko
Trainer: ..............•............Michael Duck

Program Historv
Women's First Season: ..................... 1989
Women's All-Time Record: . ...... .. . .361-58 (.861)
Women's SSC ntles/Last: ..................6/2006
Women's NCAA Appearances/Last: ..... . ... 11 /2006
Men's First Season: ........................ 1989
Men's All-Time Record: . . .. .. . .... .252-119 (.679)
Men's SSC Trtiles/Last: .................... 2/2006
Men's NCAA Appearances/Last: ............7/2006
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Team lntormalion
Women's 2006 record: .......•..•..•.......23-2
Women's 2006 SSC record: .. ..... . ...•. . ..... 8-0
Women's 2007 Fall National Ranking: .......... .4th
Women's Letterwinners Returning/Lost: . . ...... . .5/2
Men's 2006 record: ..... . .. . .. .. . .......... 21-6
Men's 2006 SSC record: .. .. .......... ..... . .5-1
Men's 2007 Fall National Ranking: ....... . ..... 2nd
Men's Letterwinners Returning/Lost: .......... .3/10

Sports Information
Sports Information Director ..............Chad Beattie
Beattie's Office Phone ............ (561) 237-7341
Beattie's Cell Phone ..............
Beattie's email address ..........cbeattie@lynn.edu
Assistant SID (Tennis Contact) ...... . . .Jeffrey Messman
Messman's Office Phone . . ... . .... (561) 237-7279
Messman's Cell Phone ............
Messman's email address ..... .jmessman@lynn.edu
Sports Information Fax ............ (561) 237-7409
Overnight Address . . .. . ........ .Sports Information
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431 -5598

The 2007 Lynn University Men's and Women's Tennis
Media Guide is a product of the Lynn University Sports
Information Office. The Guide was written and produced by Jeffrey Messman and Chad Beattie. All
Studio Photography by Brad Broome and action shots
by Geoff Anderson. Layout and design by Sean Todd
and printing done by Mid-South Fine Printing.
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NCAA Guidelines & the Media
Gamedav Services
Prior to all home contests, members of the media will
be supplied with the latest information including up-Iodate statistics, current rosters, media guides and game
notes when applicable. At halftime and following each
contest, statistics will be furnished as well. Media members needing space to file post-9ame stories will be provided a desk and phone lines somewhere in close proximity to the site of the event. A fax machine will also be
provided to members of the media as well.

Gamedav Interview Procedures
Following the NCAA-mandated 10-minute cooling-off
period Lynn University coaches and student-athletes will
be made available to address the media post-9ame.
Members of the media should inform a Lynn University
Sports Information representative as to whom they wish
to speak with following the game to make the process
flow smoothly. As a general rule all Lynn coaches and
student-athletes will be unavailable for comment on
gamedays prior to the start of competition. The interviews will generally take place in a pre-determined area
adjacent to or in the immediate proximity of the particular team's locker room or bench area. Every effort will
be made to make visiting coaches and student-athletes
available to the media as well. All locker room facilities
and the training room are off limits to the media at all
times.

Non-Gamedav Interviews
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All interviews with Lynn University coaches and student-athletes should be arranged through the Sports
Information Office with at least 24 hours notice given.
Coaches can normally be contacted in their offices during the mornings while interviews with student-athletes
are encouraged to be conducted either prior to or following practice. As a general rule, all Lynn University
practices are open to the media and public but are subject to closure at the discretion of the head coach or athletics administration.

Credentials
Credentials for all Lynn University home contests are
available to members of the working print and electronic media. Simply contact the Sports Information Office to
be credentialed. For members of the local media, allsport credentials will be issued.

Media members should be aware of several NCAA
Rules that apply to student-athletes. If there is ever a
question if any media-related activity or event involving
a Lynn University student-athlete could evolve into a
possible NCAA violation, contact the Sports Information
Office for an interpretation. Areas of concern include:

athletes or their families with images free of charge.
• Student-athletes may not be used in aclvertisements
or endorsements of products, including media-related
publications or on radio.
• Student-athletes are not permitted to conduct interviews for 1-900 services.

• Coaches and University Officials cannot make comments on prospective student-athletes until they sign a
National Letter of Intent. A coach cannot comment on a
prospective student-athlete who verbally commits to an
institution. Moreover, the Sports Information Office cannot release any information of prospective student-athletes until a signed National Letter of Intent is received.
• Coaches and athletic staff are not permitted to write
guest columns for publications.
• Do not ask student-athletes to endorse products.
• Commercial photographers cannot provide student-
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Media Following the Fighting bights
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Associated Press-Miami
Boca Raton News
Miami Herald
Palm Beach Post
Sun-Sentinel
WPTV-Channel 5
WPBF-Channel 25
WPEC--Channel 12
ESPN Radio
Collegiate Sports
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(800) 824-5498
(561) 893-6625
(800) 866-3375
(800) 432-7595
(800) 776-6979
(561) 653-5730
(561 ) 694-2525
(561) 882-0818
(561) 697-8353
(561) 570-5726

(305) 594-9265
(561) 893-6677
(305) 376-2295
(561 ) 820-4481
(954) 356-4676
(561) 653-5719
(561) 624-1089
(56 1) 881-0731
(561) 697-8525
(561) 393-6376

NA
Mario Sarmento
Sports Desk
Marcus Nelson
Craig Barnes
Ben Becker
Jim Abath
Pat Murphy
Lance Davis
Dan Dzurnak

s11ns lnflrmauan Penonnel DI the Sunshine State Canlerence
~
Barry
Eckerd
Florida Southern
Florida Tech
Nova Southeastern
Rollins
Saint Leo
Tampa
SSC Office
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Dennis Jezek Jr.
Evan Ortiz
Bill Turnage
Christa Parulis-Kaye
Bob Prior
Nate Weyant
Eddie Kenny
Tom Kolbe
Gregg Kaye

(305)
(727)
(863)
(321)
(954)
(407)
(352)
(813)
(407)

(305) 899-3556
djezek@mail.barry.edu
ortizer@eck.erd.edu
(727) 864-8698
(863) 680-3953
btumage@aol.com
(321) 674-7502
cparulis@fit.edu
prior@nova.edu
(954) 262-3926
nweyant@rollins.edu
(407) 646-1555
edmond.kenn)@saintleo.edu
(352) 588-8290
tkolbe@ut.edu
(813) 253-6288
(407) 248-8325 gmkaye@sunshinestatecooference.com

Penonnel of No•Canlerence 111onem

Lynn University athletic information including, but not
limited to, rosters, schedules, statistics, releases and
game notes can be accessed through the University's
official website at www.lynn.edu/athletics. Information of
Lynn University's Sunshine State Conference opponents
can be accessed through the SSC's official website at
www.sunshinestateconference.com.
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Annstroog Atlantic
Auburn-Montgomery
Broward C.C.
Detroit Mercy
Embry-Riddle
Emory
Florida Guff Coast
Hillsborough C.C.
Massachusetts
Northwood (Fla.)
Northwood (Mich.)
Ouach~a Baptist
Palm Beach Atlantic
St. Thomas (Ra.)
Samford
Temple
Valdosta State
Webber International
West Florida

Chad Jackson
Darrell Orand
John Giordano
Mark Engel
Jamie Joss
John Farina
Jim Herlihy
Tammy Swain
Jason Yellin
Jarrett Abelson
Travis Mccurdy
Ben Cuttrell
Greg Johnson
Derick Thornton
Joey Mullins
Larry Dougherty
Shawn Reed
John Haworth
Jake Rsh

ntll

(912) 961-3255
(334) 244-3832
(954) 201_-6997
(313) 993-1745
( 386) 323-5006
(404) 727-6553
(239) 590-7075
(813) 253-7446
(413) 577-3061
(561) 681-7988
(989) 837-4239
(870) 245-5186
(561) 803-2529
(305) 628-6681
(205) 726-2799
(21 5) 204-7445
(229) 333-5903
(863) 638-2980
(850) 474-2140
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899-3897
864-8242
680-3955
674-7484
262-8261
646-266 t
588-8506
253-6241
248-8460

In Cyberspace
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(912)
(334)
(954)
(313)
(386)

jacksoch@mail.armstroog.edu
dorand@rnail.aum.edu
jgiordan@broward.edu
engelml@udmercy.edu
jamie.joss@erau.edu
jfarina@emory.edu
jherligt@fgcu.edu
tswain@hcc.cc.fl.us
jyellin@admin.umass.edu
abelsonj@northwood.edu
mccurdyl@northwood.edu
cuttrellb@obu.edu
gregjohnson@pba.edu
dthornlor@stu.edu
jmmulli1@samford.edu
larry.dougherty@temple.edu
msreed@valdosta.edu
johnyh77@hotmail.com
lfish@uwf.edu

921-5571
244-3886
201 -6437
993-1765
323-5002
(404) 727-8047
(239) 590-7014
(813) 253-7405
(413) 545-1556
(56 1) 478-5593
(989) 837-4484
(870) 245-5084
(561) 803-2345
(305) 628-6790
(205) 726-2545
(215) 204-7499
(229) 333-5972
(863) 638-2915
(850) 474-3342
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MIKE [;)[3[;1[38
HEAD COACH
ARIZONA 1 87
18TH SEASON AS LYNN HEAD COACH
Season alter season, Lynn University men's and women's tennis coach Mike
Perez has shown he is able to do one thing: produce champions. Now in his 18th
season in Boca Raton, the man with six national titles to his credit has shown consistency in not only producing champions on the tennis courts, but also in the classroom. Academically, Perez's teams rank at or near the top of the LU Athletic
Department's grade point average listing year alter year.
Perez's tennis programs have become synonymous with success at the Division
II level as he looks to take his back-to-back defending 2005 & 2006 Southeast
Regional Champion men's and women's teams back to the national tournament this
spring. Under his leadership the number of honors has been downright staggering,

Perez's Milestones
First Win-Jan. 18, 1990-Lynn 9, Palm Beach CC 0 (women)
100th Win-Feb. 19, 1993-LU 7, Webber 2 (men)
200th Win-Feb. 7, 1996-LU 6, Barry 1 (women)
250th Win-March 4, 1997-LU 6, Valdosta State 3 (men)
300th Win-Jan. 27, 1999-LU 9, Webber 0 (men)
400th Win-April 21, 2001-LU 5, Barry 2 (women)
500th Win-April 10. 2004-LU 8, North Florida 1 (women)

111-dme Coacllina·Record
WIIIN'S TUii

Seasn

W/l

Men's Team
Season

W/l

2006 . ... . . ..... .. .... . .23-2
2005 . ........... ... . . . .23-5
2004 ...... . ...... . ..... 24-2
2003 ... .. . .. . . ..... . ... 23-1
2002 ..... . ... .... ...... 21 -6
2001 * ...........•. . . . .. 24-2
2000 . . . .. . . . . . ..... ... .23-3
1999 .......... .. .. ... .. 19-6
1998* . ............... .. 20-0
1997* . .. • ..... . . . . . .... 22-1
1996* .................. 18-2
1995* . ...... . . . ..... . .. 21-1
1994 ................... 14-3
1993* ....... . .......... 21-0
1992 ..... .. ............ 11-9
1991 .... . . . ...... . ..... 18-8
1990 .. .... ............. 17-3

2006 ........ . ........ . .21-6
2005 ......... . ... . . . . . .17-6
2004 ................. .14- 11
2003 ...... . ........ . ... 14-5
2002 .. . .......... . .... . .8-9
200 1 .... .. ........... .10- 11
2000 . ... ........ . ...... 18-7
1999 ............. .. .. .13-12
1998 . ........... . ... . .. 11-8
1997 ..... . ............. 17-3
1996 ................ . .. 16-2
1995 ... .. .. . ........... 18-2
1994 ........ . . . ........ 15-5
1993 .... .. .. . ... .. ... . .16-6
1992 .. . . .. ...... . ...... 17-6
1991 .... ...... ... .. .. .17- 10
1990 ...... . ...... . . . .. 10-10

Tttal ... ............... .... .344-54
Pen:e11111• .. .... ... .. ... .. .Ll64J

11111 .......... .. ... ...... .252-ffl
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as 64 All-America players have passed through the gates of the Lynn tennis complex collecting 124 different national honors.
On top of individual accolades, Perez's squads personify the concept of team
play, boasting an all-time combined record of 596- 173 under his tutelage. With
just four wins needed to reach the staggering number of 600, Perez has won
almost 350 contest with his women's teams and 250 with the men's.
Along with the women's program's six national titles, Perez also boasts the third
best all-time record in NCAA Division II postseason tournament play for active
schools. His teams own a 40-9 record and .8 16 winning percentage on the big
stage, having made 10 consecutive championship appearances since becoming a
D-11 institution in the 1996-97 season. Only traditional powerhouses Armstrong
Atlantic and BYU-Hawaii have better winning percentages, but both have lost
National Titles at the hands of Perez's Fighting Knights.
An accomplished high school and collegiate baseball player in Arizona, Perez
moved to Florida in 1988 and joined the LU athletics family as an assistant tennis
coach. One season later he assumed the reigns of both the men's and women's
program, putting into motion what has proved to be a tradition of success, excellence and domination. His first women's national title came in 1993 as the Knights
captured the NAIA National Championship. The team would win it all again at the
NAIA level in 1995 and 1996 before the school decided to move to the NCAA and
eventually the Sunshine State Conference.
The move up to the NCAA did little to slow down the success of the women's program as the Knights took home the hardware in 1997 and 1998 both times at the
expense of Armstrong Atlantic to win four national titles in succession, a feat normally reserved for coaching legends. The team finished 1999 ranked No. 4 nationally and finished second in 2000. The team returned to its winning ways in 2001 ,

winning it all by downing BYU-Hawaii. The Knights have finished the past five seasons in the top five of the nation and will enter the 2007 season as the nation's
fourth-best squad.
For his efforts on the women's side, the 1987 University of Arizona political science graduate was named NAIA National Coach of the Year in 1993, 1995 and
1996. The Sunshine State Conference bestowed the same honor upon him in
1998, 1999, 2003, 2004 and 2006. The Palm Beach County Sports Hall of Fame
named him their Coach of the Year in 2002, while the NAIA named him Coach of
the Decade.
Perez's coaching acumen isn't just confined to the women's program as his
men's team has been a player on the national scene as well. The 1993 NAIA
District 25 Coach of the Year on the men's side, Perez's teams finished in the
national top 10 every season from 1993-1997. Their success didn't stop once LU
decided to make the move to the NCAA ranks as the Knights have finished in the
Top 25 every season. Two years ago, the Knights went undefeated in the SSC during regular season action before capturing their first-ever NCAA Southeast
Regional Championship and advancing to the national tournament. Finishing as
the No. 7 team in the country in 2005, the Knights one-upped themselves with
another SSC title, an SSC Coach of the Year accolade for Perez and their best postseason performance to date, a trip to the national championship and a No. 2 final
ranking.
Michael Steven Perez was born on Sept. 17, 1965 in Newburgh,N.Y. He has
been married to the former Melissa Nace since July of 1998. They are the proud
parents of Madeline Elizabeth who was born on Sept. 13, 2001. The Perez family currently resides in Lake Worth. Away from tennis, Perez is always working to
lower his handicap around the greens and also enjoys maintaining his garden and
engaging in lively political discussions.

DRAGANA
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ASSISTANT COACH
LYNN 1 06
I" SEASON
One of two former All-Americans to return to the Lynn University tennis staff as
an assistant, Dragana Ilic enters her first season as an assistant coach for the
Fighting Knights program. Ilic is one of 64 different All-America players to grace
the LU courts under Head Coach Mike Perez.
As a senior, Ilic was named ESPN the Magazine First Tearn Academic AllAmerica, First Team All-Sunshine State Conference in doubles, and Second Team
All-SSC in singles. She put together an impressive 16-1 record in singles action
as well as a 20-4 record in doubles.
During her junior year, the second season at Lynn for Ilic, she put together one
of the finest seasons in the Fighting Knights' history with a perfect 26-0 singles
record. The highest win total on the team, it placed her third all-time in singleseason wins. Ilic notched singles victories over four Division I opponents, while
also knocking off national powerhouses Auburn-Montgomery and Armstrong
Atlantic. Sweeping through the SSC schedule with a 7-0 record, she earned First
Tearn All-Conference honors and went six straight singles matches without losing
a single game. Tearning with three different doubles partners, Ilic had an overall
record of 24-1 and was ranked 13th in the nation. She received First-Team AllSSC honors in doubles and was voted as the Knights' Most Valuable Player at
Lynn's annual Student-Athlete Recognition Banquet.
In her first season with the Fighting Knights, Ilic was primarily used as Lynn's

No. 1 singles player going 10-8, facing some of the toughest competition in the
Country. She went 5-2 in singles in SSC action and was 19-7 overall in doubles
play, earning her Second Tearn All-Conference honors in the process.
Born in Altdore, Switzerland, the Belgrade, Serbia, native graduated from Lynn
in 2006 with a degree in psychology major. Working towards her master's as an
assistant with the Blue and White, llic's ultimate goal is to become a Sports
Psychologist.

JAN
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ASSISTANT COACH
LYNN 1 06
I" SEASON
One of a pair of decorated former Fighting Knights to join the Lynn University
tennis staff, Jan Macko begins his first year as an assistant coach with the Blue
and White. Macko is one of 64 different All-America players to grace the LU courts
under Head Coach Mike Perez.
Earning his second straight ITA All-America honor as a senior in doubles,
Macko was also selected to back-to-back First Team All-Sunshine State Conference
in doubles as well as Second Team All-SSC in singles in 2006. He went 16-4 in
singles action while his 16-8 doubles record ranked him second in the nation.
As a junior, Macko picked up his first All-America award in doubles while being
ranked sixth in the nation with a record of 14-6. In singles action, he put together a 16-3 record in singles, including an 11-match winning streak in the middle of
the season with victories against national powerhouses Armstrong Atlantic,
Northwood (Mich.) , and NAIA school Auburn-Montgomery. Macko was named
First Tearn All-SSC in doubles and Second Tearn All-Conference in singles.
During his junior year, the 6-4 Czech went 17-4 in singles play and 17-8 in
doubles, garnering All-Sunshine State Conference second team accolades. As
freshman in 2003, Macko tallied a 10-7 singles record and a 15-3 doubles mark,
earning a spot on the All-Sunshine State Conference first team.
Born in Brno, Czech Republic, Macko earned his undergraduate degree in marketing from Lynn in 2006. He is currently working towards receiving his master's.
In his spare time, Macko enjoys swimming and skiing.

JACKSON
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STUDENT ASSISTANT
3 1111 SEASON
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Best doubles team in the Southeast U.S.? Close. Best doubles team in NCAA Division II? Closer. Best doubles team in 0-11, 0-111, NAIA and Junior Colleges? You
got it.
The Lynn University tennis pair of Julien Carsuzaa and Dennis Riegraf won the 2006 ITA "Super Bowl" of Small College Tennis doubles title on October 15, paving
the way for a wild card bid to the !TA National Indoor Championships hosted by The Ohio State University in Columbus . Carsuzaa and Riegraf competed against the
best NCAA Division I doubles teams in the country, upsetting the tandem from defending 0-1 National Champion Pepperdine University in the first round.
Wrth the 4-6, 6-2, 10-1 match tiebreaker victory over Nahom Serekeberhan and Jorge Vasquez of T~er Junior College, Carsuzaa and Riegraf become the first
"Super Bowl" champions for Head Coach Mike Perez in his storied career at the helm of the Fighting Knights. The duo advanced to the finals with a 1-6, 6-3, 11-9
revenge victory over Mislav Hizak and Konstanin Lazarov of Embry-Riddle on Saturday. Hizak and Lazarov defeated the Lynn pair earlier this fall in the semifinals of
the R.L. Varner Memorial Invitational.
"It's unbelievable, a great feeling," said Riegraf, a senior, after the match. 'We didn't play so well in the first set, but we composed ourselves, bounced back, and
didn't give up. We can't wait to go to Ohio and play with the rest of the best. It's like a dream."
The sophomore Carsuzaa mirrored Riegrars sentiments about the championship, adding, "It'll be great to head out there and show that we're just as good as
everyone else. It feels great, and the opportunity to keep going makes it even better."

Carsuzaa / Riegraf
Carsuzaa / Riegraf 1-6, 6-3, 11-9 MTB

Hizak / lasarov
Carsuzaa / Riegraf 4-6, 6-2, 10-1 MTB
2006 ITA "Super Bowl" of Small College Tennis Champions
Serekeberhan / Vasquez
Serekeberhan / Vasquez 3-6, 6-4, 10-7 MTB

Ellison / Oehm

lllllsllnl
Julien Carsuzaa/Dennis Riegraf
Lynn

lllllsian •

William Ellison/David Oehm
Oaremont-Mudd-Scripps

NAIi
Mislav Hizak/Konstantin Lasarov
Embry-Riddle

JlllilrCallege
Nahom Serekeberhan/Jorge Vasquez

Tyler JC
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Coming off its best season in the history of the
program, the Lynn University men's tennis team
looks to build on last season's runner-up finish and
take home the first national title in program history.
Headlining the returning men's player are three
players ranked in the top-ten of the country to start
the season. Sophomores Julien Carsuzaa and
Lorenzo Cava enter 2007 as the third and fourth
ranked players in the country. Cava and Carsuzaa
both earned First-Tearn All-SSC and All-America honors last season, while Carsuzaa was selected the
conference Freshman of the Year. Cava also garnered First-T earn All-Conference accolades in doubles while Carsuzaa was tabbed Second-T earn in
doubles with returning senior Dennis Riegraf.
Riegraf was also Second-Team All-SSC in singles and
finished last season and comes into the season
ranked # 10 in the country.
Riegraf and Carsuzaa also enter the season as
the top-ranked doubles duo after winning the 2006
ITA "Super Bowl" of Small College Tennis.
''We're in a great position returning our top three
players from a year ago," Head Coach Mike Perez
said. "I expect our newcomers to contribute starting
this fall, allowing us to springboard into the spring
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season and take another shot at the national title."
Also returning for the Blue and White is senior
Dominik Selig to help the Knights with depth during
the strenuous season. He is joined by a bevy of
newcomers, including freshman Tomas Racak,
Andreas Parschau, Axel Joachim, and Cedric Duval.
Another key addition is Denis Reinert, a D-1 transfer
from Pepperdine University who helped the Waves to
a national championship last season.
Coming off a national runners-up season a year
ago, the men's squad opens against powerhouse
Armstrong Atlantic at the Delray Beach Tennis
Center on Feb. 3. The rematch of a 6-3 Pirates victory a year ago is one of six meetings against teams
that finished ranked in the top 10 a year ago.
"It'll be a test to start out the season," Head
Coach Mike Perez said, "but you don't know how
good you are unless you play the best teams out
there."
Things don't get much easier for the Fighting
Knights as they take part in the Embry-Riddle
Invitational a week later, facing a pair of NAIA squads
ranked in the top-15 including the host Eagles and
Webber International.
Other top non-conference opponents include

OllJ(]J[{]
home matches with Northwood (Mich.) University
(Mar. 5) , Ouachita Baptist (Mar. 22), Florida Gulf
Coast (Apr. 15) , and Division I foe Tempie University
(Mar. 7). The Knights also face tough competition
on the road, traveling to NAIA powerhouse AuburnMontgomery (Apr. 5) , West Florida (Apr. 6), and
defending Division Ill champions Emory (Apr. 7) all
in a three day stretch.
The Knights will look to defend their 2006
Sunshine State Conference championship against a
strong field, opening the league slate at Eckerd on
Feb. 18. The Tritons finished the 2006 season
ranked #8. Other key SSC match-ups include a
tough showdown with nationally ranked Florida
Southern on the road on Feb. 24, and ranked opponents Rollins College (Mar. 3) and rival Barry
University (Mar. 27) in the friendly confines of the
McCusker Sports Complex.
''We have a young team that also has a lot of
experience," said Perez. "As long as our guys keep
playing well, and don't dwell on previous wins or
losses against these tough programs, we have the
chance of having a very good year."

Headlining the Fighting Knights man in 2007 are sophomores Julian Carsuzaa
(left) and Lorenzo Cava (canter) , nationally ranked #3 & #4 respectively,
along with senior Dennis Riagraf (right) who enters the season ranked #10 in
the country.

Alphabetical
Name

Hometown

Ht.

Cl.

Julien Carsuzaa

5-11

So.

Nice, France

Lorenzo Cava

5-10

So.

Quito, Ecuador

Cedric Duval

5-9

Fr.

Delray Beach, Fla.

Axel Joachim

6-2

Fr.

Paris, France

Andreas Parschau

5-10

Fr.

Koblenz, Germany

Tomas Racak

5-10

Fr.

Hodonin, Czech Republic

Denis Reinert

6-1

So.

Waiblingen, Germany

Dennis Riegraf

6-3

Sr.

Ludwigsburg, Germany

Dominik Selig

6-1

Sr.

Munich, Germany

PRONUNCIATION
GUIDE
Julien l:a'sllzll: car-Sll-zuh
Lorenzo Gin: Cll-vuh
Axe! JIIClllll:JIE-kim
Andreas Pascllll. PAI-shaw
Tomas bell: I l l-sack
Dennis llialrl: lft-nert
Dennis llelnl: IEE-graf

KNIGHTS BY B.IGIBILITY

Snlln (2):

Dennis Riegraf, Dominik

Selig

ltllllrs lll:
S....._.131: Julien Carsuzaa,
Lorenzo Cava. Denis Reinert

Head Coach: Mike Perez (Arizona '87)
Assistant Coaches: Jan Macko (Lynn '06)
Student Assistant: Jackson Peddy

fnlll• H 141: Cedric Duval, Axel
Joachim, Andreas Parschau, Tomas
Racak

KNIGHTS BY COUNTRY

ler• IIII (41:

Andreas Parschau, Denis
Reinert, Dennis Riegraf, Dominik Selig
Czecll ll9lll((c
Tomas Racak
1J1111Mr
Lorenzo Cava
frlllCI l21: Julien Carsuzaa, Axel
Joachim
11111111 SIIIIS l1J: Cedric Duval

m:

m:

2007 LYNN MEN'SIlNNIS TEAM - Front Row ll to RI: Head Coach Mike Perez, Lorenzo Cava, Julien Carsuzaa, Tomas Racak, Denis Reinert. Back Row Cl to RI: Assistant
Coach Jan Macko, Andreas Parschau, Dominik Selig, Dennis Riegraf, Jonny Appata, Axel Duval, Cedric Duval, Student Assistant Jackson Peddy, Head Trainer Michael Duck.
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Tba Blagraf FIia
Career: 73 career singles matches,

50-16 record (.758)
73 career doubles matches, 51-23 record (.689)

DENNIS .

0

@~·,~~

SENIOR

6•FOOT-3

l.uDWIGSBURG, GERMANY
ROURT FRANCK SCHOOL
As a Junior (20061: Dennis firmly entrenched himself in the Lynn
record books with a strong junior season, becoming just the fifth Fighting
Knight to win 50 singles and doubles matches each ... set school record
for doubles wins in a season with Julien Carsuzaa, posting a 22-3 record
in the No. 2 and 3 spots ... put together a 20-3 singles record playing primarily in the No. 3 position ... named Second Team All-Sunshine State
Conference in both singles and doubles .. .selected Team MVP.

As a Sophomore (20051: In just his second season with the Fighting
Knights, Riegraf helped turn the squad into one of the top teams in the
country ...voted as the team's Most Improved Player at Lynn's annual
Athlete Recognition Banquet .. .saw time at the third , fourth and fifth positions in the singles lineup, compiling an 18-4 record ... his 18 wins led the
team ... made a home at the No. 5 spot, where he had a 14-4 record ...put
together a 10-match winning streak at the end of the season , notching
eight victories against teams in the top-25 and a win against Division I
opponent FAU ... had a 14-8 record in doubles action, playing with four different teammates ...paired with freshman Dennis Ver.duin in his last seven
matches, the "Dennis Duo" has compiled a -fi-4·'0verall record this season ...named second team All-SSC.

As a Freshman (20041: Split time between the No. 3 and 4 spots in
the singles lineup throughout the year .. .tallied an overall record of 12-9
in singles action ... notched a singles win over Division I opponent
Georgetown with scores of 6-3, 6-2 ... had an overall 13-12 record in
doubles play, teaming up with three different partners ... compiled a 4-2
record alongside Regnier Azevedo and posted a 4-5 mark with Oscar
Argaez.
Prior to Lvnn: Won a national championsh ip at the Junior
Olympics .. .Registered an 8-0 singles record in high school in 2001 .
Personal:

Born Dennis Walter Riegraf on February 7, 1982 in
Ludwigsburg, Germany ... son of Walter and Monika Riegraf . . .a business
administration and management major ... describes himself as motivated
and nice.

Seasaa Highs:

27 matches played (2006)
-·zcrsingles wins (2006)
24 doubles wins (2006)

The Selig Fila
Career: 22 career singles matches, 8-12 record
no career doubles matches

DOMINIK f1(3[b
SENIOR

6-FOOT-I
MUNICH, GERMANY
HERITAGE ACADEMY

As a Junior (20061: Dom played in two singles matches, picking up victories against Siena and Saint Leo in the No. 6 position.
As a Sophomore (20051: Put together a three-set victory over Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez in singles action.

As a Freshman (20041: Played in 20 matches for the Knights .. .finished the season 5-12 in singles play, including a 4-10 mark at the sixth
position in the lineup.

Prior to Lvnn: Graduated from Heritage Academy in Hilton Head, S.C.
and played in national junior tennis tournaments.

Personal: Born Dominik Selig on October 24, 1983 in Yokohama,
Japan .. .son of lngo and Helga Selig . .. an international business
major ... describes himself as honest and handsome.

Season Highs:

19 matches played (2004)
5 singles wins (2004)

.IULIEN

LORENZO
~~~ B

· · 0C!J8B ·

SOPHOMORE

SOPHOMORE
5-FOOT-11

5-F00T-1O
QUITO, IQUADOR

NICE, FRANCE

As a Freshman (2006): Julien had one of the most prolific seasons of

AS a Freshman (20061: Lorenzo was named Intercollegiate Tennis

any player for the Fighting Knights, earning Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) All-America honors as a freshman ... posted a 20-1 singles record, remaining undefeated until his final match in the NCAA
Division II Championships to held lead the Knights to a runner-up finish,
the best in school history ... named first team All-Sunshine State
Conference in singles and second team All-SSC in doubles with Dennis
Riegraf ... selected as the SSC Freshman of the Year and the ITA Southeast
Region Rookie of the Year . . .named Lynn Men's Tennis Most Improved
Player . . .finished the season ranked # 16 in the nation . . .teamed with
Riegraf to post a 22-3 doubles record, splitting time between the No. 2
and No. 3 positions.

Association (ITA) All-America in both singles and doubles in his first year
with the Fighting Knights . .. played at the No. 1 singles position for the
Knights, compiling an overall record of 13-7 ... put together five victories
in the postseason over top-15 ranked single players ... named First Team
All-Sunshine State Conference in both singles and doubles .. .teamed with
Jan Macko to post a 16-8 doubles record in the No. 1 spot.

Prior to Lynn: Was very successful in junior tournaments throughout
France as an amateur .. .notched three huge tournament wins.

Personal: Born Julien Thierry Carsuzaa on December 8, 1986 in
Cannes, France ... a business administration major ... career ambition is to
work in a marketing firm ... enjoys listening to music and reading in his
free time.

Prior to Lynn: Played in junior tournaments throughout South America.
Personal:

Born Lorenzo Cava on January 3, 1986 in Quito,
Ecuador .. .son of Roberto Cava and Carmen Guerra ... a business
major .. .career ambition is to play professional tennis .. .enjoys playing
soccer and hanging out with friends in his free time . .. describes himself
as calm, fun and active.

CEDRIC

AXEL
. (sC;J

B[!i

~

FRUNMAN

FRESHMAN

S•FOOT-9

6•FOOT-2

DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
SPANISH RIVER HS

PARIS, FRANCE

Prior to Lvnn:

Cedric played locally at Spanish River HS in Boca Raton,
helping the Sharks to District and Regional Championships and a #3 ranking in the State ... won District and Regional Championships playing in the
No. 1 position.

Personal:

Born Pierre Cedric Duval on April 15, 1989 in Haiti ... parents
are Maurice and Nadine Duval. . . has two younger siblings . .. makes music
and designs in his spare time . . .considers himself intelligent, pensive, and
gifted ... cedric is a Biology major.

Prior to Lynn:

Axel played in junior tournaments throughout Europe.

Personal:

Born Axel Allan Joachim on June 29, 1988 in Schoelcher,
Martinique . .. parents are Guy-Jean and Chantal Joachim ... has one older
sister and one older brother . ..enjoys listening to music and hanging out
with friends in his spare time ... Axel is a Biology major.

DENIS
li][3~
ANDREAS
· · · 0@CQB

SOPHOMORE

FROHMAN

WAIBLINGEN, GERMANY
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY

6•FOOT-1

S•FOOT-10
KOIILEIIZ, GERMANY

Prior to Lynn:

Andreas was ranked in the Top-20 in the German Junior
National circuit. .. won multiple tournaments in his native
Germany ... attended BBSW Koblenz.

Personal:

Born January 3, 1984 in Koblenz, Germany . ..son of Joachim
and Dalma Parschau ... has one brother, Michael. .. Andreas is a business
major.

Prior to Lynn: Denis played at Division I Pepperdine University, helping
the Waves to an NCAA National Championship ... put together a record of
4-3, splitting time between the No. 5 and 6 positions ... won his only singles match for a 1-0 record in the No. 3 spot.
Personal:

Born on February 24, 1986 in Waiblingen, Germany ... parents are Ulrich and Rodica Reinert ... has one sister ... considers the traveling with teammates, practicing , and staying fit the most satisfying part
of collegiate athletics .. .describes himself as ambitious, nice, and openminded . . .den is is a Business Administration major and sees himself doing
business around the world after graduation.

,,

TOMAS

........____.BCT
FRESHMAN

S•FOOT-10

lloDDl• I,, 'CDCH RIPl•IC

SINYOSHS
Prior to Lynn:
Personal:

Tomas attended Sepavos HS.

Born April 6, 1987 in Hodonin, Czech Republic ... parents are
Petr Racak and Jindra Racakova . . .Tomas is undecided about his major.

.
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Overall: 21-6 Cont: 5-1 Reg: 10-1 Home: 11-2 Awav: 3-3 Neut: 7-1
SINGLES RESULTS
Plaver

MP

Total

Cool

Regnier Azevec,jo
Julien Carsuzaa
Lorenzo Cava
Emmanuel Galel
Raphael Koehle
Jan Macko
Dennis Riegraf
Dominik Selig
Dennis Verduin
Tom Whittaker

13-8
20-1
13-7
4-0
1-4
16-4
20-3
2-0
4-3
6-9

13-8
20-1
13-7
4-0
1-4
16-4
20-3
2-0
4-3
6-9

3-3
5-0
3-2
1-0
0-1
5-1
5-1
1-0
2-0
1-2

99-39

99-39

26-10

Totals

1

2

1-0
13-7

19-1

3

4

5

3-0

0-2

10-6
3-0

2-0

16-7

2-0
1-0

13-4

22-1

20-3

MP

Total

Cool

1

Lorenzo Cava/Jan Macko
Regnier Azevedo/Raphael Koehle
Julien Carsuzaa/Dennis Riegraf
Regnier Azevedo/Dennis Verduin
Raphael Koehle/Dennis Verduin
Justin Cohen/Adger Ellison
Jan Macko/Dennis Riegraf
Emmanuel Galel/Dennis Verduin
James Crilley/Emmanuel Galel

16-8
6-12
22-3
4-3
2-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0

16-8
6-12
22-3
4-3
2-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0

3-2
0-3
5-0
1-2
0-0
0-0
1-0
1-0
0-0

16-8
2-1

55-26

11-7

18-9

16-11

55-26

MATCH RESULTS
Date
o~~ooeot
02/05/06
02/08/06
02/12/06
02/17/06 %*
02/23/06 %
02/25/06 %*
03/01/06
03/06/06 %*
03/10/06
03/12/06
03/15/06
03/24/06
03/29/06
04/01/06 %*
04/02/06 %*
04/04/06
04/06/06
04/08/06
04/12/06 %*
04/20/06 %*
04/21/06 !%
04/22/06 !%
05/06/06 " %
05/10/06 #
05/11/06 #
05/12/06 #
05/ 13/06 #
· Conference match
%Regional Match
I SSC Tournament
A NCAA Regional
# NCAA Championships

EMBRY-RIDDLE
PALM BEACH ATLANTIC
WEBBER INTERNATIONAL
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
at Florida Gulf Coast
at Rollins
NORTHWOOD (M ICH.)
at Florida Tech
TEMPLE
SIENA
NORTHWOOD (FLA.)
OUACHITA BAPTIST
LIN DENWOOD
SAINT LEO
vs Eckerd
ST. THOMAS (FLA.)
at Armstrong Atlantic State
at Valdosta State
at Barry
vs Florida Tech
vs Eckerd
vs Barry
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
vs UC-San Diego
vs Midwestern State
vs West Florida
vs Valdosta State

Streak Last10

1-0
1-4

1-0

17-3

DOUBLES RESULTS
Plaver

Totals

6

2-0
2-0

1-0

2-0
2-3
3-9

17-6

15-6

9-16

2

3

0-5
. 11-3
3-3

4-6
11-0
1-0
2-0
1-0

Streak Last10
W2
L4
L1
W1
W2
W1
W2
W1
W1

2-0
1-0
1-0

21-6

Score

Overall

Cool

L 3-6
W8-0
W9-0
W6-3
W6-3
W6-3
W6-2
W8-1
W9-0
W9-0
W5-0
L 1-5
W9-0
W8-1
W5-4
W9-0
L 3-6
L 3-5
L 4-5
W5-0
W5-2
W5-3
W5-2
W5-3
W5-3
W5-3
L 2-5

0-1-0
1-1-0
2-1-0
3-1-0
4-1-0
5-1-0
6-1-0
7-1-0
8-1-0
9-1-0
10-1-0
10-2-0
11 -2-0
12-2-0
13-2-0
14-2-0
14-3-0
14-4-0
14-5-0
15-5-0
16-5-0
17-5-0
18-5-0
19-5-0
20-5-0
21-5-0
21-6-0

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
4-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0

/

W1
L1
W3
W4
L4
L1
L1
W2
L1
L5

7-3
3-7
8-2
4-3
2-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0

3-3
7-1
5-3
4-0
0-4
6-1
5-2
2-0
4-2
3-6

OVERALL

CONFERENCE
l

STANDINGS

w

BARRY
LYNN
ECKERD
ROLLINS
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
SAINT LEO
FLORIDA TECH

5
5

1

4

2

3
3

3
3
5

2006 All-SSC
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM
FIRST TEAM - SINGLES
Julien carsuzaa. Lynn
Lorenzo Cava. Lynn
Thomas Hipp, Barry
Elmar Koenig, Eckerd
Milos Koprivica, Florida Southern
Sebastian Niedermayer, Eckerd

FIRST TEAM - DOUBLES
Thomas Hipp / Patrick Rittenauer, Barry

Jan Macko/ Lorenzo Cava. Lynn
Elmar Koenig / Javier Romero, Eckerd

SECOND TEAM - SINGLES
Cliff Giel, Florida Tech
Keith Kessler, Florida Tech
Michael Knoedler, Florida Southern

Jan Macko, Lynn
Dennis Riegrat, Lynn
Patrick Rittenauer, Barry
Nikola Vujovic, Eckerd

SECOND TEAM - DOUBLES

1
0

1

6

w

l

19
21
20
10
14

5
6
5

3

9

12
12
18
16

2006SCC
MEN'S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

2006 NCAA DIVISION II
MEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hosted by St Leo University

Kansas Citv. Missouri

Thursdav, April 20

Wednesdav. Mav 10

#3 Eckerd 5, #6 Saint Leo 0
#5 Florida Southern 5, #4 Rollins 4
# 1 Barry, bye

Barry 5, BYU-Hawaii 4

Lynn 5. UC-San Diego 3

Fridav. April 21

NaUonal Quanemnals

#2 LVnn 5, #3 Eckerd 2

Barry 5, St. Edwards 2
Lynn 5, Midwestern State 3

#2 Lynn 5. #1 norida Tech o

#1 Barry 5, #5 Florida Southern 1

Backdraw Matches
# 7 Florida Tech 5, #6 Saint Leo 0
#5 Rollins, bye

Saturdav. April 22
Championship, vs. #2 Lynn 5, #1 Barry 3
Third Place, #3 Eckerd 6, #5 Florida Southern 2
Fifth Place, #4 Rollins 5, #7 Florida Tech 2

Lynn Wins SSC Championship

Fridav. Mav 5
Hosted by Lynn UniversilY

Dennis Riegrat / Julien Carsuzaa. Lynn

Florida Southern 5, Florida Gulf Coast 2

Hosted by Barry University
Adrian Tan , Rollins
Adam Flintoff, Florida Southern

HONORABLE MENTION - DOUBLES
Nikola Vujovic / Sebastian Niedermayer, Eckerd

NaUonal Round ot 16

Thursdav. Mav 11

Fridav. Mav 12
NaUonal Semifinals
Lynn 5, West Florida 3
Valdosta State 5, Barry 3

Saturdav. Mav 13
NaUonal Championship Match
Valdosta State 5. LVnn 2
Valdosta State Claims NaUonal Championship

2006 NCAA DIVISION II
SOUTHEAST REGION CHAMPIONSHIPS

Keith Kessler / Cliff Giel, Florida Tech
Michael Knoedler/ Alex Thesloff, Florida Southern

HONORABLE MENTION - SINGLES

SUNSHINE
STATE
~
CONFERENCE

Barry 5, Carson-Newman 1
Eckerd 5, Presbyterian 2

Saturdav. Mav 6
Hosted by Barry University

PLAYER OF THE YW
Thomas Hipp
Barry

FRESHMAN OF TIE YEAR
Julien carsuzaa

Lvnn
COACH OF TIE YEAR

Barry 5, Eckerd 4

Mike Perez

Hosted by Lynn University
Lynn 5, Horida Southern 2
Barry and Lynn adVance to NaUonal Championships

LYIII

Individual Season Records
Singles won

Singles Winning Percentage 1mIn. 35 matches!
Giorgio Carneade ..... . . .. . . .944 (67-4)
Sascha Wullschleger ....... . .917 (44-4)
Ivan Keskinov . . . . . . .
.861 (31-5)
Fabio Massetta
.851 (63-11)
Radovan Forgacs
.800 (48-12)
Jan Macko . . . . .
.766 (59-18)
Thomas Grapin .
.758 (72-23)

Radovan Forgacs/Fabio Massetta .... .25

Giorgio Carneade ....•..•..•....... 28 . . .
.1995
Thomas Grapin
.. 23 ....... 1994
Giorgio Carneade . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .. 21 . . . .. 1994

Julien Carsuzaa .. ..... ................. 20 ... ..... .2006
Dennis Rlegraf ..... ..... ... ........ .... .20 ........ .2006
Radovan Forgacs . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . 18 ....... 1999
Brett Ormandy . . . . . . . . .
. . .18 ....... 1994
Giorgio Carneade ....•..•.......... 18 ....... 1993
Caril Rinman ................•.... 18 ....... 1992
Thomas Grapin ................... 18 ....... 1991

Dennis Riegraf ... .. .... ....... ...........18 .. ..... . 2005
Evan Pietz

Doubles Plaved
Julien Carsuzaa/Dennis Riegraf .. .... 25 ..... ....2006

.. . . .. •..•. . •.. . .18.

... 1999

lorenzo Cava/Ian Macko .. .. ..... .... . 24 ....... ..2006
Brett Ormandy/Carl Rinman . . . .
.21
Thomas Grapin/Patrick Henning ....... 21
Jan Macko/Eduardo Morones . . .
. .. 20
Raphael Almeida/Pedro Mugica . . . ... 20
Regnier Azevedo/Jan Macko
. . . 19
Ivan Keskinov/Fabio Massetta
.... 19
Pat Sheehan/Asanka Weesiruya
.. 19
Regnier Azevedo/Raphael Koehle ..... 18
Marius Calugaru/Jan Macko . ...... . .. 18
Giorgio Carneade/Thomas Grapin . .. . . .18

....... 1994
.... . . .1991
....... 2005
....... 2001
. .... .. 2004
. . ... 1997
....... 1991
....... 2006
..
. .2003
.... 1994

.1991

Doubles Winning Percentage 1mIn. 12 matchesJ

Singles Plaved
Thomas Grapin .....• . .• . . • .. . . . . .31 . ...... 1994
Giorgio Carneade ....• . .•..• . . . . . .. 30
.... 1995

David Planting/Raigo Saluste ... 923 112-1) .... . .. 2000
Pt.g.,sme Koiruel</Gor~ Cameade . . . .917 (1 1-1 l ....... 199 5
Ivan Keskinov/Fabio Massetta . .895 (17-2) ....... 1997

Dennis Riegraf ........ .. .... ......... .... 27 ... ..... .2006

Julien Carsuzaa/Dennls Rlegrat ..... .880122-31 .... .... .2006

Carl Rinman ...................... 26 ....... 1994
Asanka Weesiruya ................. 26 . . ..... 1991
Regnier Acevedo
... 25 . . .. . .. 2006

Raphael Almeida/Toby Croke . . .846 (11-2)
Raphael Almei:Ja/P,aoo.,a Forgacs . . . . . . .846 (11 ·2)
Brett Ormandy/Carl Rinman .... 846 (11-2)
RadcNan Fo-gacs/Fabio Massetta ........840 (21-4)
Marius Calugaru/Jan Macko .
.833 (15-3)
Ciorgi:>Cameade/Tromas~
...833 (15-3)
Brian Schiefer/Patrick Henning .824 (14-3)

Julien carsuzaa ........ ....... ....... .. .25 ....... ..2006
Jan Macko .......................25 ....... 2006
Brett Ormandy ..............•.....25 ....... 1994

lorenzo Cava ...... ...... .... .... ...... ..25 ...... .. 2006
Radovan Forgacs . . .... . .. . • . .. . .24 ....... 1999
Thomas Grapin ..................24... . .1991
Patrick Henning ....•..•.....•..... 24 ....... 1991
Evan Pietz ......... . ..... . ....... 24 ....... 1991
Pat Sheehan
........ . .... 24 . . ..... 1991

Winning Percentage 1mIn. 15 matchesJ
Giorgio Carneade .... ....... 1.000 (18.0) ....... 1993

Julien Carsuzaa .. ..... ... ... .. .952120-11 .... .....2006
Fabio Massetta .
Fabio Massetta .
Sascha Wullschleger
Giorgio Carneade . .
Sascha Wullschleger
Giorgio Carneade . . . . . . . . . . .
Michael Feldbauch . . . . . . . . . .
Radovan Forgacs . . . .
Sascha Wullschleger
Ivan Keskinov . . .

.941 (16-1) ...... .1998
.941 (16-1 ) . .. .. . .1996
.938 (15·1) ....... 1995
.933 (28-2) ....... 1995
.933 (14-1) ....... 1996
.913 (21-2) ....... 1994.
.889 (16-2) .. . .. . .1992
.882 (15-2) .. . .. . . 1998
.882 (15-2) ....... 1997
.882 (15-2) ....... 1996

Doubles Wins
Julien carsuzaa/Dennis Riegraf ... ....22 ...... .. 2006
Radovan Forgacs/Fabio Massetta ..... 21 ....... 1999
Ivan Keskinov/Fabio Massetta ........ 17 . . .... 1997

..... . .2002
.
. .. 2000
....... 1995
....... 1999
.... 2003
.... 1994
. . . . .1990

Individual Career Records
Singles won
Thomas Grapin ............•......72
Giorgio Carneade ........... • ...... 67
Fabio Massetta ............•...... 63
Brett Ormandy
.... . . . •. . .... 63
Jan Macko . . . .... . .. . ..•. . .. . .... 59
Caril Rinman . .
. .58

.... 1998-00
. ... 1995-97
... .1999-02
. ... 1989-92
.... 1995-98
.... 1992-95

Singles Plaved
Thomas Grapin
.. . . . . . .. ..... . .. 95
Jan Macko . .
. ............. 89
Carl Rinman ........•..•..•.......88
Pat Sheehan . . .
. .......... 86
Brett Ormandy .........•... . . . . .. .84

Dennis Riegraf .... ............ ....... ... .74 .. .2004-pres.

Brett Ormandy/Carl Rinman .......... 16
Thomas Grapin/Patrick Henning ....... 16
Marius Calugaru/Jan Macko . . . .
. . .15
Giorgio Carneade/Thomas Grapin .,..... 15
Jan Macko/Eduardo Morones . ........ 14
Brian Schiefer/Patrick Henning ....... 14
Raphael Almeida/Pedro Mugica ..... . . 13
Regnier Azevedo/Jan Macko ......... 12
David Planting/Raigo Saluste .. ... . . .. 12
Radovan Forgacs/Brenton LeGrand .... 12

Fabio Massetta
.... 74
Regnier Acevedo ....•........•.... 73
Giorgio Carneade .................. 71
Patrick Henning ...... . ....•. .. . . .. 65
Obren Milutinovic . ...•..•..•.. . .... 62
Radovan Forgacs .........•..•..... 60
Pedro Mugica . .
. ...... .59

.1994
... 1991
..... 2003
....... 1994
.... . . .2005
. ... . . .1990
. ...... 2001
....... 2004
....... 2000
....... 1998

.750 (63-2 1)
.744 (29-10)
.712(42-17)
.641 (43-24)

.... 1994-97
.... 1989-90
.. . .1999-02
... .2000-03

Jan Macko . . .
. . •. .. . . .. . ... 66
Fabio Massetta
......•..•.. . .. . .63
Raphael Almeida ...•. . •. . ... •..... 60
Thomas Grapin ....... • •..•....... 54
Brett Ormandy . . . .. ..•.• . • .... .... 53

.. .. 2003-06
.... 1996-99
.... 2000-03
.... 1991-94
. .. . 1994-97

Doubles won

Dennis Rlegraf ......... ......... .........51 .. .2004-pres.
Radovan Forgacs . . . ............. .50
Obren Milutinovic ............•.... .44
Carl Rinman . . . .
. .... .4 3
Patrick Henning ......•...•... . ... .43
Pat Sheehan . . .. . . . .
. .39
Regnier Acevedo .....•...•........ 38
Sergio Sancho . . .
. .... 37
Giorgio Carneade . . . . .
. .37

.... 1998-00
.... 1995-98
. ... 1992-95
.... 1989-91
.... 1989-92
.... 2004-06
.. . .1999-02
.. 1993-95

Jan Macko . . . . .
. . . .92
Raphael Almeida . . . .
. ... .80
Regnier Acevedo . .. . . • .. ... • ...... 77
Fabio Massetta ................... 77
Brett Ormandy .... .. .•... . .• . . .... 76

. . .. 2003-06
.... 2000-03
.... 2004-06
.... 1996-99
.... 1994-97

Dennis Riegraf ............ ............. . .74 .. .2004-pres.
Pat Sheehan . . . . .
. . . .73
Sergio Sancho
....•.. . ......... 69
Thomas Grapin ...................69
Obren Milutinovic . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .66
Radovan Forgacs . .
. .... 65
Carl Rinman . . . . . .. .. . .••. . . . . ... .63
Patrick Henning . . . . . .
. .. 60

. .. .1989-92
.... 1999-02
.... 1991-94
.. . . 1995-98
. .. .1998-00
.... 1992-95
.... 1989-91

Doubles Winning Percentage 1mIn. 30 matchesI
.... 1991-94
.... 2003-06
.... 1992-95
.... 1989-92
... .1994-97

lorenzo Cava/Ian Macko ..... ......... ..16 ... .... . 2006
.

Dennis Riegral .. ....... ........ .7571511-6&1 ...2004-pres.
Brett Ormandy . . . .
Brian Schiefer . . . .
Pedro Mugica
Raphael Almeida

Doubles Plaved
.... 1991-94
.... 1993-95
.... 1996-99
.. . .1994-97
.... 2003-06
.... 1992-95

Dennis Riegraf .. ....................... .50 .. 2004-pres.
Radovan Forgacs . .
. ... .48
Sascha Wullschleger ........ . .... .44
Pedro Mugica
.. . .. .42
PatSheehan . . . . . . . . .•.. . ..... .41
Obren Milutinovic . .
. .. .38
Norman Hansen . . . . . . .
. .38

. .. .1993-95
.... 1995-97
.... 1996-97
.. . .1996-99
.. . .1998-00
.... 2003-06
.... 1991-94

.... 1996-99
.... 2004-06
.... 1993-95
.... 1989-91
.... 1995-98
.... 1998-00
.... 1999-02

Ivan Keskinov . . . . . . .
.912 (31-3)
Giorgio Carneade . . . . . . . . . . . .822 (37-8)
Fabio Massetta . ..... . • .. .. 818 (63-14)
Thomas Grapin ............. 783 (54-15)
Radovan Forgacs . . . . . . . . . . .769 (50-15)
Brian Schliefer .......... .... 765 (26-8)
Sascha Wullschleger . .
.756 (34-11)
Raphael Almeida . .
.750 (60-20)
Jan Macko
.717 (66-26)
Patrick Henning ......•..... 717 (43-17)
Stefano Papaleo
.702 (33-14)

... .1996-97
.... 1993-95
.... 1996-99
.... 1991-94
.... 1998-00
.. . .1989-90
.... 1995-97
.... 2000-03
... .2003-06
. ... 1989-91
.... 1993-96

Ii .. ,.
! ' ·~
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2006 Results
Record: 21-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez

Date

SSC Champions
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA Runner-Up

Opponent

Result

2/5. . . .... Embry-Riddle .
. .. L 3-6
2/8 ......... Palm Beach Atlantic
......W8-0
2/ t 2 ..... .Webber International . .
. ... W9-0
2/17 ....... Florida Southern .................... .W 6-3
2/23 .......at Florida GuHoast ................. .W 6-3
2/25 ... .. .. at Rollins . .
. . .W 6-3
3/1 ... . .... .Northwood (Mich.)
.... .W6-2
3/6
.. at Florida Tech . .. . .. • . . . .
.. . .W8-1
3/10 .......Temple
...............
. .. .W 9-0
3/12 ...... .Siena
.... .W9-0
3/15
....Northwood (Fla.) . .
. . .W5-0
3/24
.. Ouachita Baptist
. .. .. L 1-5
3/29 ....... Lindenwood
.............. .W9-0
4/1 ........ .Saint Leo ...........................W8-1
4/2 .........vs Eckerd
.........W5-4
4/4 .
. ... .St. Thomas (Fla.) . .
. ...W9-0
4/6 ......... at Armstrong Atlantic
.... .L 3-6
4/8 .........at Valdosta State ...... . ...... . • . .... .L 3-5
4/12
.. at Barry . .
. .. L 4-5
4/20
.... .vs Florida Tech+
.. ... .. . ......... .W 5-0
4/21
.. vs Eckerd+
....W5-2
4/22 .......vs Barry+
....W5-3
5/6 ....... .Florida Southern#
....W5-2
5/10
...vs UC-San Diego%.
. ..W5-3
5/11 .......vs Midwestern State%
........W5-3
5/t 2 .......vs West Florida% .
. .......W5-3
5/13 .......vs Valdosta State%
.......... .L 2-5

2005 Results
Record: 17-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

'

,1

j

j,

,..,

2003Results
Record:14-5
Head coach: Mike Perez
SSC Co-Champions
NCAA South Region Semifinalist

Date

Opponent

SSC Third Place

Opponent

Date

Result

LYNN UNIVERSITY

'

SSCf itth Place

Opponent

Result

2001 Results
Record: 10-11
Head Coach: Mike Perez
SSC Tied Fifth Place

Opponent

Result

2/3 .... ..... Flagler
. .. . . .. . .......
. ... L 1-5
..... Florida Gutt Coast .. .... ... .... .. . ....W6-3
2/4.
2/6 ....
. .Palm Beach Atlantic
....W8))
.......W6-3
2/10 ..... . .Northwood (FL)
2/13
. .St. Thomas
..W5-0
2/17 ...... .Saint Leo .
. ....w7-2
2/18 ....... Eckerd .......
. ... L 3-6
2/27 .......Barry
....... L 0-9
. .Rollins
.L 4-5
3/3. ..
3/6.
. .. Georgetown ....... . .. . . . .
... .W6-3
. .L 2-7
3/8. . ..... Northwood (Ml) ....... ..........
. .... North Florida ......... .. .... .... ..... L 1-7
3/9.
.... L 4-5
3/10 ....... Ferris State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3/14 .......Colgate ..
......W8-1
3/17
.... Florida Southern
....... L 3-6
3/20 ....... Massachusetts ..
..W7-2
3/21
..... .W5-4
.Army
...
....
Cornell
.....
L 2-7
3/23

.

4/14 ....... Armstrong Atlantic .....•• .. .•• . . ...... L 2-5
4/20 ....... Florida Southern+
........ L 3-5
4/21
... . .Saint Leo+ . .
. ......... .W 5-0

2000 Results
Record: 18-7
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

NCAA South Region Runner-Up

Opponent

Result

2/7 .
. .St. Thomas
.......W6-3
2/16 ....... Barry
..... L 1-8
2/19 ....... Florida Southern.
. .. L 2-7
2/20
.. Rollins . . .
. .... .W7-2
2/27 ....... Flagler
.... .W 5-4
3/1 ......... Northwood (Ml)
.... L 4-5
3/3 .........Armstrong Atlantic
............... L 3-6
3/5 ......... Lander
....... L 3-6
3/8.
. ... Boston
.... .W9-0
3/9.
. .Georgetown
• . . ••. . . ••.... .W9-0
3/12 .......Quincy . . . . .
. . . .... . . • .. . .•.... .W 9-0
3/13 .... . .. Lees-McRae
• .. •• •. . . •.... .W5-4
3/14 ....... Massachusetts .
. ... .W8-1
3/16 ....... Baker
.... .W 9-0
3/17 ....... Lamar
......... .W5-0
3/18 ...... .Saint Leo
........ .W 7-2
3/19 .. . ...Cornell . . .
. ..... L W6-3
3/24 ....... North Florida ..... . ..•.............. .W8-1
3/25 ....... Florida Southern . .
. .W 6-3
3/26
.... Eckerd
... .W6-2
3/29 ....... Georgia College & State .... . ... ... .... .W 5-1
4/14 ....... Saint Leo+
..........•.. .. •.... .W5-0
4/16 ....... Barry+ .
. ..... . . .. .......... L 3-5
5/5 ......... Morehouse#
... .W7-0
5/6
... Florida Southern#
.... L 3-5

1999 ResultS
Record:13-12
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

1/20 ...... .Florida Atlantic . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . .. .L 1-5
2/8 ........ .St. Thomas . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . ...W7-0
2/15 .......Northwood (FL)
.. . .W6-3
2/17 ...... .Saint Leo .
. ..W8-1
2/22
.... .Florida Gutt Coast
..... L 1-5
2/24 ....... North Florida
..... L 2-7
3/1 . . ...... .Armstrong Atlantic
.. L 4-5
3/6.
. .. Northwood (Ml)
.............. L 2-5
3/17 ....... Massachusetts .
. ...... .W9-0
3/20 ....... Northern Iowa .
. .... .W 8-1
3/22
.Eckerd
...... .W7-2
4/6 ........ .Francis Marion ......... •. .•. . . . ..... .L 4-5
4/7 ........ .South Carolina-Aiken ...... . . .. ....... .W 5-0
4/10 ....... Barry .
. ....... . ..•...•.... .L 4-5
4/14 ....... Florida Southern..
. ....... L 1-5
4/18 .......Eckerd+ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .
. .L 4-5
4/20 .......Saint Leo+
.................... .W5-0

Date

2/9 ........ .Palm Beach Atlantic
.........W5-0
2/11 ....... at Florida Tech
.... W9-0
2/17
.... .St. Thomas (Fla.) . . .
. .. .W 9-0
2/22 .......at Rollins . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . • • .. . • • . .. .L 3-6
2/28 ....... Eckerd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. .W 6-3
3/1 ......... Northwood (Ml)
.... L 4-5
3/10 .......Georgetown
....W6-3
3/12 ......vs. Presbyterian .
. ... L 1-5
3/13 ...... .vs. Kutztown
....W6-3
3/14
...at Armstrong Atlantic . . . .
.L 1-8
3/19 ..... .Florida Southern
... .W 5-4
3/21
....Saint Leo . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . ...W8-1
3/23
.....at Barry . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . .L 0-9
3/25 ...... P.R.-Mayaguez
.. .. .. ... ... .W8-1

Result

2002 Results
Record:8-9
Head Coach: Mike Perez

Result

2004 Results
Record:14-11
Head Coach: Mike Perez

Opponent

2/4 .
. ... .St. Thomas ........... . .... . . . ...... W9-0
2/11 ....... Florida Atlantic ........ .. •. .. .• •. .... .W5-4
2/15
.. Florida Gutt Coast
. .W5-4
2/18 ......Northwood (FL)
..... . .W 5-0
2/23
... .Florida Southern
. .W5-4
3/1 ......... Rollins
............ L 2-7
3/5 ......... Northwood (Ml)
.... L 4-5
3/15
.. .New Yori< Univ.
. ..... .W9-0
3/20 .......Colgate
..... .W5-4
3/29 ....... North Florida
....... L 4-5
4/3 .........Queens (NC) . .
. .... .W 8-1
4/4 ......... North Greenville
.....W8-1
4/6 .
. .. .Wingate
.....W5-0
4/12 ...... .Saint Leo . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
. . .W 9-0
4/13
..... Eckerd ......... . . . .. . ........ . .... .W 6-3
4/15
....Barry
...... L 3-6
4/27 ...... .Saint Leo+
....W5-0
4/28 ....... Rollins+
.....W5-2
5/2.
. .. Eckerd#
...... L 4-5

SSC 2nd Place
NCAA South Region Champions

2/8 .........at Northwood (Fla.)
. .W 7-2
2/12 .......at Embry-Riddle .
. ........ L 4-5
2/13
... at North Florida . . .
. . . ... L 3-6
2/ 14 .......at USC-Upstate
.......W5-4
2/18 ...... .Florida Tech
............ .W 8-1
2/19
.. at Saint Leo .
. .....W9-0
2/20
.... at Eckerd
.... .W 6-3
2/23
.... Weber
. .. .. .W9-0
3/4 ......... Northwood (Mich.) ...... . ••. . . • •..... .W 6-3
3/6 ......... Rollins . .
. . . . • • . . . • . . . .W 5-4
3/18
.. . .Auburn-Montgomery . . . . . • • • . . •
. .. .W5-4
3/20
..Armstrong Atlantic .
. ... .W 5-4
3/22
... P.R.-Mayaguez
..... .W9-0
3/24 .......Colo. School of Mines
. .W7-2
3/29 ...... .Florida Atlantic .
. ......... .W5-4
4/5 . . .. ....at Florida Southern
....... L 4-5
4/7 . . ....... Barry
.W 6-3
4/11 ....... Florida Gulf Coast
...... L 4-5
4/22
... vs. Eckerd+ . . . . .
.W 5-1
4/23 .......vs. Barry+
... L 2-5
5/6.
. .vs. Presbyterian# .
. .. . .. . .. . ......W5-1
5/7 .........vs. Florida Southern# . . . . . • . • . . . .
. .W 5-2
5/11 .......vs. Drury%
.. L 0-5

Date

3/26
....Auburn-Montgomery .......• .. . .• . . .. . .L 4-5
4/1 .........at Florida Atlantic .
. .... L 2-5
4/3 .........at Florida GuHoast . .
. .... L 3-6
4/5. . ..... Northwood (Fla.)
... .W 5-2
4/8 ......... Dowling . .
. ..W9-0
4/10
... North Florida
..... L 1-5
4/16
... vs. Florida Tech+
.... W6-0
4/17
..... vs. Barry+ .
. .L 0-5
4/18 .......vs. Eckerd+
......W5-4
5/7 .........vs. Eckerd# . . . . .. • . . ..
. .W 5-3
5/8 .........at Rollins# .
. ........... . . . ..... .L 2-5

SSC Runner-Up
NCAA South Region Runner-Up

Opponent

Result

1/27
... .Webber International ..... .. . ... ...... L W5-4
2/2 ......... Barry .
. . ... .. .. ...... L 3-6
2/12
... Morehouse ........ .. ... • . . . •• . .... .W 9-0
2/21 ....... Florida Southern . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .... .W5-4
3/3..
. .Northwood (Ml)
. .W5-4
3/4.. . ..... North Florida ........................L 4-5
3/5 ......... Francis Marion
...... .W 6-3
3/7 ......... Lander . .
. ...... L 3-6
3/15
..... Eckerd . . . .
. ...... .W7-0
3/16
.. Colgate
.. .W9-0
3/17
.... .Florida International
.... .W5-4
3/18 ....... Oklahoma City
....... L 3-5
3/20
.... Valdosta State ............ .. ........ .W 6-2
3/21 ....... Florida Southern .........•....•.......L 3-6
3/28
.. Armstrong Atlantic ......... . . ......... L 1-5
4/8 ........ .Auburn-Montgomery .... . .... . ... ...... L 4-5
4/9 .........Armstrong Atlantic
..... L 4-5
4/10 ....... BYU-Hawaii .
. ..... L 4-5
4/13 ..... . .Rollins ............................ .W6-2
4/16
.. .Saint Leo+
.. .W9-0
4/17 ...... .Florida Southern+
.... .W5-1
4/18 ....... Barry+ .
.. .... L 1-5
4/23 ....... Barry
... L 0-6
5/7 ......... Lincoln Memorial# .... •..• • • ..•• . ... .W 5-0
5/8 ......... North Florida# . . . .
. .. L 4-5

1998 Results
Record: 11-8
Head coach: Mike Perez
NCAA South Region Runner-Up

Date

Opponent

Result

. ..... L 3-6
2/10 ....... Florida International ....
.... W8-1
2/18
.. .St. Thomas
....W6-3
2/22
.... Florida Southern
. .. .W 6-3
3/5. ........Northwood (Ml) ..
... .W5-3
3/6 . ....... .Ferris State
... .W 9-0
...Georgetown
3/10
.............. L 2-5
3/13
.... Barry
. .. .W9-0
3/20 ...... .Saint Leo .
.W 5-4
3/21 ...... .Florida Southern
...... L 2-4
3/22 .......Webber International
.North Florida .
.W 6-3
3/26
3127 ......Georgia College & State ···· ···· ··· .....W5-4

• • • • •

3/28
.... Lander . . .
. .... L 2•7
3/29
.Armstrong Atlantic
.. L 3.5
4/3 ......... Barry+
..... L 3.5
4/4
.. Rollins+
... W6·3
4/7
...... Florida Atlantic
....... L 1.5
5/1 . . . ..... Morehouse# ........................W9·0
5/2 .
. .. Francis Marion#
......... .L 4.5

1997 Results
Record: 17-3
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Dale

NCAA National Third Place

Opponent

Result

2/8.
. . .Florida International
.W 4·3
2/22 ....... Rollins .
. ... .W4-3
2/24 ...... Florida Atlantic.
. .W 4·2
3/1 ......... Eastern Michigan
.....W6-0
3/2 ....... . .West Florida
......... .L 3.5
3/4.
. .. Valdosta State .
. ...W6-3
3/7 .... .....Northwood (Ml)
.. . .W7•2
3/9.
. ... Lander ............ ..• . . • .....•..... L 1·7
3/11 ....... Fairfield . . .......... .. .... .. ......W9·0
3/ 13 ....... Barry
... .W 5.4
3/16
.. Armstrong State
.. .W5· 1
4/ 1 ......... Barry
... .W6·3
4/4 .
. .... Webber International
... .W 5.4
4/5 .
. .Eckerd . . .
. .W 9·0
4/6 . . ...... Florida Southern .................... .W 7·2
4/ 19
.... North Florida ....................... .W 7•2
5/8 .
. ....Cal. Poly·Pomona%
....... .W 5-0
5/9 .
. .Abilene Christian% .
. .W 5·2
5/10
....West Florida% ......... . . . .. . ........ L 2·5
5/11
.. Barry% .
. .. .W5.4

1996 Results
Record: 16-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Dale

NAIA s.l Region Fourth Place
NAIA National Quanernnalist

Opponent

Result

1/28 ....... Embry·Riddle
...... .W9·0
1/29
.. Florida Atlantic .
. .. .W9-0
2/5 .
. .... Barry .
. .. .W5·2
2/9 .........Webber International
... .W 8· 1
2/11
.. Rollins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .W6· 1
2/23
... Florida Southern ...... .......... .... .W7·0
2/24
... Florida International .....•. • .. • . ...... .L 2·5
3/4 ........ .Wheaton . .
. ... .W7·0
3/5 ........ .John Carroll .
. ..... W7·O
3/7 .
. .BYU·Hawaii
..... .W5· 1
3/8 .
. .. .Shorter . .
. .... .W 5· 1
3/8 ........ .Mobile .
. ......... .W 4-3
3/9 ........ .Oklahoma City
........... .W6·0
3/15 ...... .Armstrong State
.... .W5·2
3/16
.. North Florida .
. ... .W6·2
4/15
.. Barry .
. ..........•... . •..... .W9·0
5/2 . ....... .Auburn•Montgomery# ....... . ......... L 4.5
5/3 . . .... .Binmingham Southern# ....... ... ..... .W 6· 3

NAIA S.ERegion Champions
NAIA National Fourth Place

Opponent

Result

1/31
.. Florida Atlantic.
. ....... .W7·0
2/2 ..... .... Florida Tech ............. .. ... . .... .W7•0
2/5 . . ......Florida International ...... . .... . ...... W5·2
2/11 .......Webber International ....•.. . . •....... .W 8-1
2/12
.....Flagler.
. ..... .W 7·0
2/21 .... ... Barry
. .W 5.3
2/24 ....... Mobile
..... L 4.5
2/25
... Freed•Hardeman
.. .W5.3
2/26 ..... ..West Florida ........................ .L 4.5
3/10
. .. Campbell
.... .W7•0
3/11
.Wheaton
. .W8-1
3/12
.... Flagler
...... .W7.2
3/14
....Aurora
.... .W9·0
3/17 • .
. .Montana State..
. . . .W7·0
3/ 18
...North Florida
...W6· 1
3/19
. .Auburn•Montgomery
..... W5.3
4/5 .........Barry ....... ........... .. .. ........W5·2
4115 .. . . .. St. Thomas
......W9.0
5/5
.. Binmingham Southern#
......W6-0
5/6 . . . . ..Auburn•Montgomery#
......W5. 3

Date

NAIA District7 Champions
NAIA National Tied Sixth Place

Dale

Opponent

Result

1/26 ....... Florida Atlantic.
. . .W5·0
1/31 ....... Barry.
. .. W8-0
2/4 ......... Florida Tech
... .W8· 1
2/5 ........ .Webber International . .
. .W 8-1
2/7 ........ .Flagler
........ .W 6·2
2/12 ....... Florida International
......... L 2·5
2/25
..... Lander.
. .L 1·7
2/26
....Coastal Carolina
...... .W6· 1
2/27 .......Charleston . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . • .. . . . .L 1·5
3/5 ...... ... Embry·Riddle
. .. .. .... .. ... .... .W 9·0
3/11 ...... .Wheaton
....... .W8· 1
3/ 14
...Aurora . . . . .
. .W9·0
3/ 15 ...... .Western New England
....... .W9·0
3/ 19 .......North Florida.
. .. .W6-3
3/20 ....... Mobile
....... .L 3-6
3/21 .......Auburn•Montgomery ................. .W6· 3
4/6 .
. .Barry . .
. . .W 5. 3
4/ 10 ....... Flagler
.... .W 6·3
4/1 6 ....... Eckerd . . . . . .. .. ..
. ..W6·0
4/ 17 ....... Rollins
..... L 1·5

Dale

1993 Results
Record: 16-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Result

.... Florida Tech
................W8-1
.......unknown
.........w
2/7 ......... Stetson . . .
. . .W 8· 1
2/8 .
. .... Barry .
. .... .W 7·2
2/19
... Webber International . . . . . • • . . . • . . .. .W7•2
2/20 ....... Flagler .
. ................ .W7-2
2/25 .......Troy State .
. . ..... . ....... . .... .W6·0
2/26
.... .Morehouse
.. .W 5· 1
2/27 ...... .Shorter
.. .W6·3
2/27
... Berry .
. ... .W5·2
2/28 .......ABAC .
. ..... L 3.5
3/2 .........Northwood (FL)
..... .W5·2
3/4 ......... Mobile
...... .L 3·6
m.
. .... L½
3/6 ........ .Auburn•Montgomery.
. .L 1·5
3/7 .
. ... Birmingham Southern . . . . . . • . . . . • . . .W 7·2
3/15 ....... Miami•Dade CC
........ . .... . .... L 4.5
3/18 .......Aurora .............................W8·1
4/8.
. .. Florida Atlantic.... ..........
. ... W6·3
4/12 ....... Miami
.... W5· 1
4/ 16 ....... Embry•Riddle
.W 9·0
4/ 17
...North Florida
... L 1·8

1991 Results
Record: 17-10
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Result

1/24
...Palm Beach CC....... .. ... ....
. ..L 2.7
1/29 ....... Florida International . . . .. • . .. ..
. ....L 1·8
2/1
.... Saint Leo . . .
. .... .W 9-0
2/2.
. .. .Tampa .
. .... .W 9·0
2/6 ......... Miami·Dade CC
..... .W 6·3
2/9.
.. .. Embry·Riddle . .
. .............. .W9·0
2/22 ....... Barry
....... .W9·0
2/24 ....... Berry
.. L 3·6
2/24 ...... .Shorter .
. .... .L 2•7
3/6.
. .Barry . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ..
. ... .W8· 1
3/10 ...... .Florida Atlantic .......... . .... .. ..... .L 3-6
3/12 ...... .Valparaiso ............. .... ........ .W8· 1
3/13
...Miami•Dade CC
. .W9·0
3/16 .......Saint Leo
..... .W8· 1
3/16 ....... Hobart.
. ............. .W 6·0
3/17
.Florida CC
... W7·2
3/19 .......Aurora...
. .. .W9·0
3/21 .......South Alabama
... L 0-9
3/24 ....... Lafayette
... .W 8· 1
3/25 .......Citadel . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. •
. .. .w5·2
3/25 ....... Bucknell
.................... .W 6· 3
3/28 ....... Pacific Lutheran
.... .W8· 1
3/29 ...... .Flagler
.... L 4.5
3/30 ....... Cincinnati
...... .W5.4
3/30 ....... Georgia Southern
......... L 0·6
4/4 .
. ... .Florida Atlantic .
. .L 2·7
4/12 ....... North Florida
.... L 2•7

1/29

Dale

1995 Resu(1s
Record: 18-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

1994 Results
Record: 15-5
Head Coach: Mike Perez

1992 Results
Record: 17-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Dale

Result

1/22 ....... Barry
. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ... .W 7•2
1/25 .......Florida Tech
. .W 3-2
1/27 ...... .Stetson
.. .L 4.5
2/2 ........ .Florida Tech
....... .L 4.5
2/8 ......... Florida International
... L 1·8
2/9 ........ .Florida CC
...... .W9-0
2/12
.... PalmBeachCC
......... L2·7
2/14 ....... Miami•Dade CC
.... .W7·2
2/17 ...... Florida Atlantic
....... L 2·7
3/2 .
. ... .Saint Leo
..................... .W9·0
3/3 ........ .Indiana River CC
.................. .W 9-0
3/5 ......... Miami-Dade CC ....•• . ... • . .. . ...... .W 7·2
3/9 .........Northwood (Ml) ....••. . . • . • .. •. ..... .W7•2
3/14 .......Miami•Dade CC .
. ...... L 3·6
3/ 14 .......Valparaiso . .
. .L 4.5
3/21
... Rutgers . .
. ..... L 3·6
3/29 ....... Florida Atlantic
...... L 3·6
4/14
. .Florida State .
. .L 0-6
4/21 ....... Flagler.
. .........W5.4
5/1 ......... Palm Beach CC
.....W5.4

Result

1/27 ....... Palm Beach CC ......... ... .......... L 4-5
1/29 ...... .St. Thomas ........................ .W9·0
2/3 .
. .. .Barry .
. . . . . . • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . .W6-3
2/8 ......... Embry•Riddle .. . . .. . . . .. . .
.. .. .W 9·0
2/ 14
..... Central Florida .
. ..... .W 9·0
2/1 5 ....... Travecca Nazarene
...... .W5·2
2/19 ....... Palm Beach CC
........ L 3·6
2/22
.... Florida Atlantic . . . .
. .. .W5.4
2/28 .......Georgia State.
. .......... .W6-2
2/28 .......Abraham•Baldwin
....... L 4.5
2/29
.... Brunswick JC .
. ...... L 4-5
2/29 ...... .Shorter .
. .... L 0·6
3/1 .
. ... Morehouse
... ........
. ... .W6-0
3/13 ....... Buffalo . . . . . . . . . .. • . .. . • . .. .. .
. .W 6·0
3/13
..... Flagler
...W6·3
3/14 ....... North Florida
...... L 1·5
3/15 ....... Berry
..... .W5· 1
3/20 ...... .Saint Leo
............... .W9·0
3/21 ....... Hobart..
.W7•1
3/21 .......Bucknell
.... .W5· 1
3/22 ....... Florida Atlantic .
. ... .W 5· 1
3/30 ....... Barry
...... .. ... .. ........... .W 6· 3
4/4 .
. ... .Stetson ..... . .••...•....•..........W6·0

1990Results
Record: 10-10
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Dale

1989 Results
Record: 10-10
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Result

1/23 ....... Florida Tech
.... W6·3
1/26 ....... Broward CC .. .
. ... W8· 1
1/30 ....... Palm Beach CC
... L 1·8
2/2 ......... Barry .
. ..................W8-1
2/9 .
. ... Indian River CC
.... W6·3
2/11
. .Florida Tech.
. ........L 3-6
2/ 14 .......Florida Atlantic ....... .. .............. L 4.5
2/f5
....Miami·Dade CC . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .W 8· 1
2/25 ...... .Flagler .................... .... ..... L 0·9
2/26 ....... North Florida
.. L 1·8
2/27 ....... Broward CC .
.. .... .W8· 1
3/8 ......... Miami·Dade CC
....... .W7•2
3/10
..... Palm Beach JC
.... L 1·8
3/13
...Barry
. ... .W8· 1
3/15 ....... Miami·Dade CC
........ L 4.5
3/22 ....... College of Charleston
..... L 2·7
3/22 .......Citadel . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .
. ... L 1·8
3/24 ....... Edinboro
......... . .. .. ...... .W7-2
3/24 .......Xavier .............. .. .............W6· 3
3/27 ...... .St. Ambrose .
. ............... L 3·6

H-1

0-P

Adam Haber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .1994-96
Norman Hansen
.... 1992-95
Thomas Hatchuel ........•..•..•..•........ 1991
Bob Haxton . . . . .
. ..... 1989
Patrick Henning . .
. ... 1988-91
Chris Hodgson . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .1993-96
Jordan Huffer
... 1998
Ian Hughes
.. 1993

Justin O'bront
....... 2000-01
Brett Ormandy . .
. . . ... 1994-97
Stefano Papaleo ... . •.. . .. .. . • . .. . .• . . .. 1993-96
Evan Pietz . . .
. . . . . . .•. .• . . • . . ... 1991
David Planting . . . . .
. ... 2000-01
Thorsten Poelzl
.. 2003
Omar Popov
................... 1990

A
Raphael Almeida . . . .
. .... .2000-03
Oscar Argaez . . .
. ..... 2002-04
Regnier Azevedo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06

B
Aivaras Balzekas .
Paul Binks ...
Ibrahim Bouaabdalli

. .2005
. ... 1990
.. 2001

C
Marius Calugaru . . . . . . .
. ...... 2003
Martin Carenko . ... .......•..•.......... 2000-02
Giorgio Carneade . . . . . . .
. .... 1993-95

Julien Carsuzaa ....... .............. .... ......2006-pres.
Lorenzo Cava ... .. ... ... ......... .......... ....2006-pres.
Justin Cohen . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .
. .. 2004-06
James Crilley ... . .. ... . . . . .. . . . .• . . . . .2003, 2006
Toby Croke . . . . . .
. .................2001-02

D
Milan Djeric . . . . .
Alejandro DeFranciso ..

. ............. 1999
. .....•..... 2003-04

J-K
Michael Johnson
.. . .2001
... 1996-97
Ivan Keskinov ........•..•....
Emmanuel Koehle .....• .. ..•. .. •.•• ..
. .. 2006
Augustine Kohoutek . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . • .
. .. 1995
Chris Koskorelos . .
. ... ............ 1997
Andy Kossonosky
.....•..• • . ... .1990-91

L

M-N

Hunt Elliott . . .. . . ............. •.. . ..... 2002-03
Adger Ellison .
. .... 2004-06
Michael Feldbausch
. . . . •. . . •. .
. . .1992
Radovan Forgacs
... 1998-00

Jan Macko . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 2003-06
Evan Mancer . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 1994
Jed Marris ....... . .. . . . .. ........... ...... 1998
Fabio Massella . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . .1996-99
Obren Milutinovic ....... . • . .• . .• . .• . ..... 1995-98
Gary Moran . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 1992
Eduardo Morones . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . .2004-05
Pedro Mugica . .. . . .. • . .•..•..•.. • ...... 1999-02
Stefan Naughton .... . ....... .. . .• . . . .. ..... 2002

6

Carl Rinman ........•.....•............. 1992-95
Raigo Saluste
.... • .... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .1999-03
Sergio Sancho .......................... 1999-02
Fahad Sarwani
..•.. .. . .. . .. .. .
. ..... 2001
Steve Schoolcraft . . . .... . •. . •. . •. . . .. . .. 1990-91
Brian Schliefer . .. . . . . . •..•..•.. . ........ 1988-90

Dominik Selig .. .................... ..... .... . .2004-pres.

John Lalonde ..... . ....................... 1992
.1989-91
Chris Lee
. .1998-99
Brenton LeGrand ....

E-F

Emmanuel Galel . .
. ........... ... 2005-06
Todd Goldman ................... . ........ 2004
Thomas Grapin . . . . . . . • . . • . .. . .. . . . . . .1991-94
Todd Greenberg . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . ... 1989
Magnus Gustavsson . . .
.1988-89

R-S
Dennis Riegrar ..... ...... ... ....... ...... .... .2004-pres.

Pat Sheehan
Troy Stone

..............

. 1988-92
..... 1998

T-U-V
Jon Trivas . .
Peter Veselovsky
Dennis Verduin .

. ............. 1996
... . .. 2002
.... 2005-06

W-X-Y-Z
Gregg Walter . . .
. .. . . .1989
Asanka Weesiruya .......................... 1991
Tom Whitaker .
. • .. . .. .. .• .. . . .. . .. 2005-06
Arnold Wu
....................... 1991-93
Sascha Wullschleger . . . . . • . . ....•.... . .1995-97
Daniel Zednik . .... .. . . . . .. . ..•..•..•...... 2b05

Current Plavers listed In Bold

t

I

I
.I

Ill-Time Honors
/

.,,-

--------

111-Su• SIIIH s1111 C11ler11c1
s11g1es H111rs
IIIIU Clrsml 11SI IIMIJ ... .......... ... ... . .28116
Llnm cna 11S1111111 ...... ... ............ .. .28116
Jan Macko (2nd team) ...................2006
llnlls 11111'11121111 tall) ... ................. .28116
Aivaras Balzekas (1st team) ......... ..... .2005
Jan Macko (2nd team) ........ • ..... •. ... 2005

"
~

Denis ll11nt 1211d talll ... ............. .... .2H5

l..

Eduardo Morones (HM) ... . ... • ..•. . .. . .. 2005
Jan Macko (2nd team) . . .
. .. 2004
Regnier Azevedo (2nd team) ...•.. • ....... 2004
Eduardo Morones (HM) ... . ...•..•. . ..... 2004
Marius Calugaru (1st team) ... .•..• . ..... .2003
Pedro Mugica (HM) ... . ......•.. • . . • .... 2002
Radovan Forgacs .. . . . ... . ..•...•....... 2000
Radovan Forgacs . . . .... .... ............ 1999
Fabio Massella .. ... ....... . .. ......... . 1999

111-Su• slll• e s111e c111erence
IHIIIIISIDHrs

S• DSlll • e s111e CHlerence
Fresllmll II Ille Year
111111• canma ................................ .200&

Ill 111-lmerlCH
Singles 1111rs
1I111n canuzaa ...... .................. .... .... .2H&
L1renn cna ....................................2H&
Aivaras Balzekas ..... . ..... . ............ 2005
Marius Calugaru . . . . . • ..•.. • ..•.. •..... 2003
Radovan Forgacs ....................... 1999
Fabio Massella .. .... . ..... . .... .. .. .... 1999
Radovan Forgacs .............. ......... 1998
Fabio Massella . .. .... . . . .. ............. 1998

Ill 111-lmerlCH
IHlllles IHDrS
Limn Cffl/lln IIICU ....... .. ... ....... .. . .2006
Radovan Forgacs/Fabio Massella . . ......... 1999
Fabio Massetta/Obren Milutinovic ........... 1998

11n Macu/l.erNZI cna 11st tealll ..... ..... .2006
IIIIU llarsml/lunls llllnt 12H teallJ . .2H6
Jan Macko/Eduard Morones (1st team) .... . .2005
Marius Calugaru/Jan Macko (1st team) . . .... .2003
Raphael Almeida/Thorsten Poelzl (2nd team) .. 2003
Raphael Almeida/Toby Croke ............... 2002
Rahpael Almeida/Radovan Forgacs
... 2000
David Planting/Raisgo Saluste ..... . .. . . .... 2000
Radovan Forgacs/Fabio Massella ........... 1999

s••

RIIII All-American
Singles IIHrS
Ivan Keskinov ... . ...................... 1997

RIIII Ill-American
IHIIIISIHDH
Fabio Massella/Ivan Keskinov . .. . •.. . . .• . .. 1997

slll• e s111e c111erence
Player II Ille Year

Marius Calugaru . . ..........•..•........2003
Fabio Massella ......................... 1999

LYNN UNIVERSITY

• • • • •

First
School

Record

Abilene Christian ......... 1-0 ...... 1997 .
.1997
Abraham-Baldwin . .. . .. . .0-2 ...... 1992 ..... 199 3
Army . . . . ........... 1-0.
. .2001 ..... 2001
Armstrong AUantic ....... ..1-8 ....... .1998 ...... .2006
Armstrong State ......... 2-0 ...... 1996 ..... 1997
Auburn-Montgomerv ..... .4-4 ... .... .1993 .. .....2005
Aurora . . . . . .
. . .4-0 .. .. . 1991 ..... 1995
Baker . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . .1 -0 . . . . . .2000 . . ... 2000
Barrv .. .............. ..... .19-14 .. .....1989 ...... .2006
Berry . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 1-1 .. . . . . 1991
... 1993
Birmingham Southern .. . .. 3-0 ...... 199 3 ..... 1996
Boston .
. .......... 1-0 . . .. .2000 . ... .2000
Broward CC .
. . .2-0 ...... 1989 ..... 1989
Brunswick JC ............ 0-1 .. .. .. 1992 . . .. . 1992
Bucknell 2-0
... 1991 ..... 1992
Buffalo ............ . ... 1-0 ... ... 1992 . . ... 1992
BYU-Hawaii . . . . . . . .•.. .1- 1 ... . .. 1996 ..... 1999
Cal. Poly-Pomona
.1 -0 . . .. . .1997 . . . . .1997
Campbel..
. ........ 1-0 ...... 1995 ..... 1995
Central Florida
.... 1-0 . . .... 1992 . .... 1992
Charleston . ............ 0-2 ...... 1989 . . .1994
Cincinnati . . . .
. . . .1-0 . . .... 1991 . . .1991
Citade..
. ......... 1-1.
. .1989 ..... 1991
Coastal Carolina . .
. .. 1-0 ...... 1994 ..... 1994
Colgate . . .............. 3-0 ...... 1999 . . ... 2003
Colo. School of Mines . . .1-0 ...... 2005 ..... 2005
Corne!
..... . .. 1-1 ...... 2000 . . ... 2001
Dowling
........ 1-0 ...... 2004 .
.2004
Drury . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. 0-1 . . . . . .2005 . .... 2005
Eastern Michigan
... 1-0 ...... 1997 ..... 1997
Eckerd .... .... .... ..... ... .13-3 ....... .1994 .. .... .2006
Edinboro . . .
. .. .1-0 ..... .1989 . .. . . 1989
Embrv-Riddle ..... ........ ..5-2 .. .... ...1991 .... ...2006
Fairfield ...... . .• . ..... 1-0 .... .. 1997 . .. . .1997
Ferris State . . .. .. ...... 1-1 ...... 1998 . . ... 2001
Flagler . . .
. .8-3
.1989 ..... 2001
Florida Atlantic ... .. .. . .. 9-8 . . .. 1989 .. . .. 2005

?~/-':r,
• •
~·------==--=

---.;.·"-=-' ·=··=····
-·
_.,~:-·.~

First

last

Meeting Played

School

Record

last

First

Meeting Played

School

MEN'S

last

Meeting Played

Pacific Lutheran ...... . .. 1-0 .... . .1991 ..... 1991
Palm Beach AUantic ...... .3-0 ... .... .2001 ..... ..2006
Palm Beach CC . .
. .. 1-6 .. . . . .1989 .. . .. 1992
Presbyterian ............ 1-1 ...... 2004 . . ... 2005
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez ... .2-0 .... . .2004 .... .2005
Queens (NC) ........... 1-0 ...... 2003 . . ... 2003
Quincy ....... . .• . . . ... 1-0 .... . .2000 ..... 2000
Rollins .. ... .... .... ... .....10-5 ...... ..1994 .... ...2006
Rutgers . . . . .• . .• . . . ... 0-1 . . .. 1990 ..... 1990
Saint leo .. ..... ..... .... .. .16-0 ..... ...1990 ...... .2006
St. Ambrose ..... • .... . .0-1 . . . . .. 1989 . . ... 1989
St. Thomas ..... ....... .... .9-0 ... .... .1992 ..... ..2006
Shorter ....... . ........ 2-2 . . . . .. 1991 . . . .. 1996
Siena . . . .. . . . .. . ...... 1-0 ...... 2006 ..... 2006
South Alabama . . .
. . . .0-1 ... . .. 1991 .. . . .1991
South Carolina-Aiken ..... 1-0 ...... 2002 ..... 2002
South Carolina-Upstate .... 1-0 ... . . .2005 ... . .2005
Stetson .. . .... . .. . . .... 2-1 ...... 1990 ..... 1993
Tampa ........ • ..•.... 1-0 . .. . . .1991 .. . . . 1991
Temple .. ....... .... ...... ...1-0 ..... ...2006 .. ... ..2006
Travecca Nazarene . .
. .1-0 . . .. 1992 . .. . .1992
TroyState .. . .......... 1-0 ...... 1993 .... ,1993
UC-San Diego ......•.... 1-0 .... . .2006 . .... 2006
Valdosta State . .
. .2-2 ...... 1997 ..... 2006
Valparaiso ............. 1-1 . ... .. 1990 .. . .. 1991
Webber lnternationa ...... 8-1 ...... 1993 ..... 2006
West Florida ..... ..... ......1-4 .. ..... .1993 ...... .2006
Western New England ..... 1-0 ... . .. 1994 ..... 1994
Wingate . .. .
. .. . .1-0 . .. . . .2003 .. . . .2003
Wisconsin-Lacrosse ...... 1-0 ...... 1989 . .... 1989
Wheaton
.... . .. .3-0 .
. . 1994 ..... 1996
Xavier ......• .. ........ 1-0 ...... 1989 ..... 1989
Yale ...... . . .. . .. . . ... 1-0 ..... 1991 ..... 1991

Florida CC
.... 2-0 ...... 1990 ..... 1991
Florida Gun Coast .. .... ... .3-3 .... ... .2001 .......2006
Florida lnternationa ..... .3-5 . ..... 1990 ..... 1999
Florida Southern ......... ..12-7 ........1996 .... ...2006
Florida State . .
. .....0-1 ...... 1990 ..... 1990
Florida Tech .. ..... ....... .10-2 ... .... .1989 ... ... .2006
Francis Marion
. . . . 1-2 .. .... 1998 ..... 2002
Freed-Hardeman . . . .... 1-0 ... . .. 1995 .... .1995
Georgetown . . . . .
. . .. 4-0 ...... 1998 ..... 2004
Ga. College & State ....... 2-0 ...... 1998 ... . .2000
Georgia Southern ... . . .. .0-1 . .. . .. 1991 ..... 1991
Georgia State
..... 1-0 ...... 1992 ..... 1992
Hobart
. .. 2-0 . .. . . .1991 ..... 1992
Indian River CC ... • .... . .2-0 ...... 1989 ..... 1990
John Carrol ....
.. 1-0 . .. . . .1996 . .... 1996
Kutztown ... . ..•.. • ... 1-0 ...... 2004 ..... 2004
Lafayette ....•. . •... . .. 1-0 ..... .1991 . .... 1991
Lamar ..... . • . ........ 1-0 ...... 2000 ..... 2000
Lander . . . . .
. ... .0-5 ...... 1994 ..... 2000
Lees-McRae ............ 1-0 ...... 2000 ..... 2000
Lincoln Memoria .. ..... .. 1-0 .. . . .. 1999 . .... 1999
Lindenwood ............ 1-0 ...... 2006 .. . .. 2'006
Massachusetts . . . . .. . . . .3-0 . .. . . .2000 ..... 2002
Miami ................. 1-0 ...... 1993 ..... 1993
Miami-Dade CC . . ... .. . .. 6-3 ...... 1989 ..... 1993
Midwestern State ........ 1-0 .... . .2006 . ... .2006
Mobile . . . . .
. ... 2-2 ...... 1993 ..... 1996
Montana State . . . . . . . .1 -0 . . .... 1995 ... .. 1995
Morehouse
.... .5-0 ...... 1992 ..... 2000
Northwood IAaJ ...........6-0 ....... .2001 .. .....2006
Northwood IMichJ .........B-4 .... .. ..1990 .... .. .2006
North Florida ......... . .6-11 .. . .. 1989
.2005
North Greenville ......... 1-0 ...... 2003 ..... 2004
Northern Iowa .
. .1-0 . ..... 2002 ..... 2002
New York Univ. .......... 1-0 ..... .2003 ... . .2003
Oklahoma City .......... 1-1 ...... 1996 ..... 1999
Ouachita BaPtist ...........0-1 ... .....2006 .......2006

• ••

Record

2001 Opponents listed in Bold

&

WOMEN'S TENNIS

, GJO!IJ@

MEN'S TENNIS
In the fall of 2006, the doubles duo of Julien Carsuzaa and Dennis Riegraf won
Lynn's first ever ITA "Super Bowl" of Small College Tennis title
******
Knights Captured the 2003 and 2006 Sunshine State Conference Championship
******
Knights won the 2005 and 2006 NCAA Southeast Regional Championship
******
Lynn has made seven appearances in the NCAA Division II National Tournament
******
Knights' top finish came in 2006 when they advances all the way to the national finals
******
Lynn spent all of the 2003-06 seasons ranked inside the nation's top 25
******
Lynn spent all of the 2005 and 2006 season ranked inside the nation's top 10
******
Former Lynn standout Ivan Keskinov was inducted into the
Lynn Athletics Hall of Fame in 2004
******
Keskinov finished the 1997 season ranked No.1 in the ITA final national rankings
******
Lynn has had six First Tearn All-Sunshine State Conference selections in singles
******
Knights had four All-SSC singles selections in 2005 and 2006
******
Knights have had six First Tearn ITA singles All-Americans
******
Program has produced a pair of Sunshine State Conference Players of the Year
in Marius Calugaru (2003) and Fabio Massetta (1999)
******
Julien Carsuzaa was named Sunshine State Conference Freshman of the Year in 2006
******
Lynn has won 16-plus matches on nine occasions
******
Head Coach Mike Perez recently earned his 250th victory with the
men's program in 2006 and has claimed a combined 596 wins between
both the men's and women's teams

, [J]Q[I]~

WOMEN'S TENNIS
The Fighting Knights have captured six national titles. Lynn took home NAIA Titles
in 1993, 1995 and 1996 and NCAA crowns in 1997, 1998 and 2001
******
Lynn's victory in 2001 over BYU-Hawaii snapped the Seasiders' 103-match winning streak
and was BYU-H's first loss at the NCAA Division II level
******
Lynn has won six Sunshine State Conference titles
******
Knights have gone an impressive 54-1 all-time in Sunshine State Conference
regular season matches since starting league play in 1999
******
Since becoming eligible for play in the NCAA Division II Tournament in 1997, Lynn has gone
30-7 in the event, advancing to at least the semifinals in nine of 10 trips to the national tournament
*** ***
Lynn has played for the NCAA national title on five occasions, going 3-2 in those matches
******
Since 1998, 10 different Lynn players earned First Tearn All-Sunshine State Conference honors in singles
******
Program has produced three Sunshine State Conference Players of the Year in
Monika Mastalirova (2003). Julia Jehs (1998). and Victoria Weltz (2006)
******
Dragana Ilic earned ESPN the Magazine/CoSIDA First Team All-America honors in 2006
**** * *
Marie Barbier was presented the !TA/Arthur Ashe South Region Sportsmanship Award in 2004
******
Lynn spent all of the 2004 season ranked either No. 2 or No. 3 nationally
******
2004 Knights tied the school record for wins in a season with 24
******
Knights have had at least one First Tearn ITA All-American every year since 1991
******
Knights have had four players finish the season with at least 25 singles victories
******
Eight Lynn players have finished a season undefeated with at least 15 wins in singles
******
Head'Coach Mike Perez was named the ITA's Coach of the Decade for the 1990's. Perez is also a member
of the Palm Beach County Sports Hall of Fame and has mentored over 50 All-Americans on the men's and
women's side. He is a five-time Sunshine State Conference Coach of the Year honoree.
******
After the 2006 season, Perez has amassed 344 victories with the women's team
and 596 total wins with both the men's and women's programs
******
Former Lynn standout Katerina Koldova, a four-time All-America, was the 1998 Honda Award Winner and finished
the 1997 and 1998 seasons ranked No. 1 in the ITA Division II singles rankings
******
Katerina Koldova was named the ITA's National Senior of the Year in 2000. Former women's tennis standouts
Mimi Nieporte and Ann-Louise King are amongst the nine members in the Lynn University Athletic Hall of Fame
******
Koldova became the first Lynn player in any sport to be inducted into the
Sunshine State Conference Hall of Fame with her inclusion in 2007

,m
Winners of six national championships throughout
the tenure of head coach Mike Perez, the Lynn
University women's tennis team looks to add to the
program accolades in the 2007 season. Armed with
five returning letterwinners and an influx of talented
newcomers, the Fighting Knights are poised to make
noise on the hardcourt this season.
"Our women's team is always solid," said Perez,
"and this year should be no exception. We're
healthy and hungry, and after losing in the semis last
year, we want to get back and give it one more
shot."
Returning to action are a trio of players ranked in
the top 30 after last year's national semifinals
appearance and the fall season. Alex Schunk brings
her # 5 ranking along with Victoria Weltz's #9 ranking to the table. Joining the pair in the national
ranks is #30 Gedville Norkute. Weltz, the reigning
Sunshine State Conference Player of the Year, looks
to establish a strong presence with Schunk, the fall 's
ITA Southeast Region singles champion.
Also returning for the Knights is senior Leigh
Shelton, part of the # 11 doubles tandem with

Norkute and Katie Klibanoff-Dombrowski, who will
provide depth and a competitive force in both singles and doubles play.
Newcomers to the Knights include a trio of talented freshman. Katerina Jiskerova should make an
immediate splash with her hard-hitting ground
strokes and tenacious attitude while Christine
Johnstone's game is more geared toward steady
play that forces her opponent into unforced errors.
Also new is Boca Raton native Sarah Slater to give
the Blue and White added depth for the upcoming
season.
The Knights' schedule includes four NCAA Division
I teams including a season-opening showdown with
cross-town rival Florida Atlantic on Feb. 1. Lynn
then gets a revenge match against Armstrong
Atlantic at the Delray Beach Tennis Center on Feb. 3,
as the Pirates handed the women's team their only
two losses last season including a 5-1 victory in the
national semifinals.
The Knights also face D-I foes Massachusetts
(Mar. 19) and Detroit Mercy (Mar. 26) at home w~ile
they travel to take on Samford (Apr. 7) on the road

in Birmingham, Ala.
Also featured on the schedule is the EmbryRiddle Invitational on Feb. 9-11 and a pair of exhibition matches with the top-two Junior College teams
in the country, # 1 Broward Community College (Feb.
5) and #2 Hillsborough Community College (Feb.
16). The Knights will also go up against NAIA powerhouse Auburn-Montgomery (Apr. 5) , West Florida
(Apr. 6) , and Florida Gulf Coast to close out the regular season on Apr. 15.
In Sunshine State Conference play, the Knights
open with a strenuous road swing at Tampa (Feb.
17), Eckerd (Feb. 18), and Florida Southern (Feb.
24) back-to-back-to-back before going up against
nemesis Barry (Feb. 28) , all on the road. Lynn closes out the women's SSC slate at Nova (Mar. 18) , and
home against Florida Tech (Mar. 25) and Rollins
(Apr. 5).
"As with every year, we look to win our conference
first and take care of the rest later," Perez said.
'With strong competition in the conference this year,
our strong play down the stretch against some of the
best teams in the nation should put us in our best

Junior Alex Schunk (left) brings her #5 ranking along with fellow junior
Victoria Weltz's (center) #9 ranking to the table. Joining the pair in the
national ranks is #30 senior Gedvile Norkute (right).

Alphabetical
Name

Ht.

Cl.

Hometown/Previous School

Katerina Jiskrova

5-8

Fr.

Zlin, Czech Republic / Gymnasium T.G.M .

Christine Johnstone

5-4

Fr.

Naples, Fla. / Barron Collier HS

Katie Klibanoff-Dombrowski

5-7

So.

Falmouth , Mass. / Falmouth HS

5-8

Sr.

Vilnius, Lithuania / Auburn-Montgomery

Alex Schunk

Gedvile Norkute

5-10

Jr.

Eggolsheim, Germany / North Central Texas College

Leigh Shelton

5-6

Sr.

Plantation, Fla. / Broward CC

Sarah Slater

5-4

Fr.

Boca Raton, Fla. / Pinnacle School

Victoria Weltz

5-7

Jr.

Pforzheim, Germany / Reuchlia Gymnasium

Head Coach: Mike Perez (Arizona '87)
Assistant Coaches: Dragana Ilic (Lynn '06)
Student Assistant: Jackson Peddy

PRONUNCIATION
GUIDE
Katerina JIUrln: m -row-vuh
Gedville 11111111: .._koot

KNIGHTS BY B.IGIBILITY
Sllllrs 121:. Gedvile-N811<ute, Leigh
Shelton

1111111n l2J: Alex Schunk, Victoria Weltz
•••••• . . 11J: Katie KlibanoffDombrowski

Fnsll•11 l1J:

Katerina Jiskrova,
Christine Johnstone, Sarah Slater

KNIGHTS BY COUNTRY
111111111-141: Christine Johnstone,
Katie Klibanoff-Dombrowski, Leigh
Shelton, Sarah Slater
....... 121: Alex Schunk, Victoria
Weltz
CZICII IIIIIIIIIC ffl: Katerina Jiskrova
llll llll 11J: Gedvile Norkute

•

0@fIJOCDGJ
The Norkuta Fila

Career:

GEDVILE

m@~

SENIOR
5•FOOT-8
VILNIUS, LITHUANIA
AUBURN•MONTGOMERY

As a Junior (2006): Gedvile earned Second Tearn All-Sunshine State
Conference singles honors in her first year with the Knights ... Gedvile
played in 24 matches, compiling a 16-2 record playing in primarily the No.
3 position ... only losses came against top-ranked Armstrong Atlantic
State . .. garnered first team All-SSC doubles accolades, teaming with
Victoria Weltz for a 15-0 record in the No. 2 spot .. .but together a 21-3
overall record in doubles on the year .. .finished the season ranked 25th
in singles and 11th in doubles nationally.

Prior to Lvnn: Playing her first two seasons of collegiate tennis at NAIA
national powerhouse Auburn-Montgomery, she helped the squad to two
consecutive national championship titles in 2004 and 2005 ... was a junior champion in Lithuania from 1993-1997, while also claiming singles
championships in 1993-1995 in the Baltic States.

Personal: Born Gedvile Norkute on October 16, 1983 in Siauliai,
Lithuania . .. daughter of Viktoras Norkus and Rita Norkuviene ... an international tourism management major ... career ambition is to own her own
tourism company ... enjoys reading, watching movies and traveling in her
free time. . .describes herself as quiet, ambitious, honest, and active.

23 career singles matches, 17-1 record (.944)
25 career doubles matches, 19-6 record (. 760)

SIISII Hlglls:

23 matches (2006)
17 singles wins (2006)
25 doubles matches (2006)
19 doubles wins (2006)

VJ[JJ[J] IT!][J]w]@I]]
The Shelton Fila
Career: 24 career singles matches, 18-2 record (.900)
25 career doubles matches, 21-4 record (.840)

LEIGH 0CQ[][17]

0

SENIOR
S•FOOT-6

FLA.
CC

PLANTATION,
BROWARD

As a Junior (2006): Leigh earned First Tearn All-Sunshine State
Conference accolades in doubles and honorable mention honors in singles
in her first season with the Fighting Knights ... played in 23 singles
matched, compiling a 17-1 record primarily in the No. 5 spot ... finished
the season ranked #11 nationally in doubles with Gedvile
Nortkute ... posted a 19-6 doubles record playing primarily in the No. 1
spot with Norkute and Dragana Ilic.

Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at Broward Community College at the
No. 2 position ... was ranked second in the nation in singles for two
straight seasons ... named First Tearn All-American.

Personal: Born Catherine Leigh Shelton on October 14, 1983 in
Richmond, Va .... daughter of Gary Shelton and Anne Hartwell
Harrison ... major is undecided ... describes herself as honest, fun and
hard working.

Season Highs:

24 matches played (2006)
18 singles wins (2006)
25 double matches played (2006)
21 doubles wins (2006)

[!JIIJOCDGJ

VICTORIA
[!il]8
JUNIOR
S•FOOT-10
IGGOLSNEIM, GERMANY
NORTH CINTRAL TEXAS

JUNIOR
S•FOOT-7
PFORZHIIM, GERMANY
RIUGILIA GYMNASIUM

As a Sophomore (20061: Alex was named All-America by the

As a Sophomore (20061: Named Intercollegiate Tennis Association

Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA), finishing the season ranked 16th
in the nation ... selected Second Team All-Sunshine State Conference in
singles and honorable mention in doubles in her first season with the
Fighting Knights .. .compiled a 15-3 singles record in 24 matches in the
No. 2 spot ... teamed with Alejandra Boeker in the No. 3 doubles spot to
claim a 22-1 record.

(ITA) All-America in singles after posting a 15-3 record in the No. 1 spot
over 24 matches ... named First Team All-Sunshine State Conference in
both singles and doubles and selected SSC Player of the Year ... ranked
#7 nationally in singles at the end of the year ... teamed with Gedvile
Norkute for a perfect 15-0 doubles record and Dragana Ilic for a 7-1
record, both in the No. 2 spot ... finished the year ranked #17 nationally
in doubles with Ilic.

Prior to Lynn: Played one season at North Central Texas College for
coach Shane Zimmerman ... placed second in singles at the NJCAA
National Tournament. .. received All-America honors.

Personal: Born Alexandra Schunk on January 25, 1984 in Hall in Tirol ,
Austria... daughter of Dieter and Josefine Schunk ... a hospitality
major ... lists listening to music, going to the movies and swimming as her
hobbies .. .describes herself as polite, nice and friendly.

As a Freshman (20051:

Earned First Team All-Sunshine State
Conference in doubles and honorable mention honors in singles ... compiled a 16-7 singles record, splitting time between the No. 1 and No. 2
spots ... finished the season ranked 27th nationally in singles . .. went 261 in doubles action, seeing time in both the No. 1 and No. 2 spots ... posted a perfect 23-0 record with Ilic to finish the year ranked 13th in the
nation in doubles.

Prior to Lynn:

Played in junior tennis tournaments for her
country ... graduated from Reuchlia Gymnasium in 2004.

Personal: Born Victoria Weltz on February 14, 1985 in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada ... daughter of Yvette Weltz ... academic major is currently undecided ... career ambition is to work in a successful business . .. hobbies include sports, reading, shopping and movies ... her mother was an
Olympic swimmer in the 1968 Mexico Summer Games . .. describes herself
as open-minded, persevering and curious.

CHRISTINE
CQ[;J01]©!1]
FRISHMAN
S•FOOT-4

IIANll,fu•
...........ERHS

As aFreshman (2006):

Katie played in seven matches, compiling a 61 record playing in the No. 6 singles spot .. .won both doubles matches
she played in, teaming with Gedvile Norkute and Alex Schunk in the No. 3
position.

Prior 10 Lynn:

Was a four-year varsity tennis letterwinner at Falmouth
High School for coach Tony Casso .. .finished her senior campaign with a
17-3 record playing at the top position in the lineup .. . received the
Student-Athlete Award for Excellence four consecutive seasons ... was
named to the All-State Team .. .graduated in the top five percent of her
class.

Personal:

Born Katiyn Anne Klibanoff-Dombrowski on January 13, 1984
in Hanover, N.H ... .daughter of Philip Dombrowski and Jeannie KlibanoffDombrowski . . .a journalism/pre-medical major ... career ambition is to be
a physician or broadcast journalist. .. enjoys reading, swimming and running in her free time ... describes herself as hard-working, friendly and
optimistic.
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Prior 10 Lynn:

Christine was a three-sport athlete at Barron Collier HS
in Naples, Fla., lettering in basketball, cross country, and tennis . . . named
All-County, All-District, All-Region, and All-State in tennis . . .won a State
Championship as a junior and helped the Cougars to a runner-up finish as
a senior ... team went undefeated as a senior ... named team MVP as a
sophomore and earned the Coaches Award as a freshman and a sophomore ... lettered three years in cross country as Barron Collier HS was
ranked top-10 in the state as a team .. .named XC Best Rookie as a freshman and MVP as a sophomore ... named All-County, All-District, and
selected to the All-Regional Team ... played two years of junior varsity basketball, helping the Cougars to an undefeated season as a point
guard .. .averaged 16.0 points per game ... graduated 8th in her class
with a perfect 4.0 GPA ... member of the Green Group and the Spanish
Honors Society ... volunteered for Relay for Life and the Special Olympics.

Personal: Born Christine Marie Kathleen Johnstone on June 9, 1987 in
Southampton, Ontario, Canada ... daughter of James and Kathleen
Johnstone . . .nickname is "Bean" ... has four brothers and sisters . . .enjoys
working out, being active, and watching hockey ... played hockey and tae
kwon do for many years and participates in about three triathlons a
year .. .describes herself as funny, outgoing , friendly, adventurous, and
active .. .christine is a Biology major and plans to pursue a career as a
sports medicine doctor.

KATERINA

"',·

. ®Vi·

).

FRISHMAN
5•FOOT-8

SARAH

Z:UN, CZECH REPUBLIC
GYMNASIUM

. J]~.

T.G.M.

Prior loLvnn: Attended Gymnasium T.G.M. in Zlin, Czech Republic.

FRESHMAN
S•FOOT-4
lloCA RATON, Fu.

Personal:

PINNACU SCHOOL

Born March 5, 1984 in Zlin , Czech Republic... parents are
Pavel and Paula Jiskrova ... has one younger sister .. .enjoys sports, traveling, learning languages, and being outside in nature ... considers the
competition and being around other athletes the most satisfying part of
collegiate athletics ... describes herself as funny, curious, out-going, and
cheerful.

LYNN UNIVERSITY

Priorto Lynn:

Attended the Pinnacle School in Boca Raton ... graduated with a 4.0 GPA.

Personal: Born on December 2, 1988 in Boston, Mass ... parents are
James and Terri Slater .. .enjoys tanning , shopping , and working
out. . .loves to play video games ... describes herself as outgoing , friendly, sarcastic, and humble ... Sarah is a Public Relations major and plans to
become a sports journalist . .. sees herself living in Europe and interviewing tennis players 10 years down the road .

• • • • •

Overall: 23-2 Cont: 8-0 Reg:14-0 Home:14-0 Awav: 3-1 Neut: 6-1
SINGLESRESULTS
Player

MP

Total

Cont

AleJandra Boeker
Dragana Ilic
Klibanoff-Dombrowski
Gedvile Norkute
Alexandra Schunk
Leigh Shelton
Victoria Weltz

13-2
16-1
6-1
18-2
15-3
17-1
15-3

13-2
16-1
6-1
18-2
15-3
17-1
15-3

8-0
5-1
2-1
7-0
8-0
8-0
6-1

15-3

45-3

16-3

102-13 102-13

Totals

DOUBLES RESULTS
Player

1

2

3

4

3-0

6-1
1-0

1-0
15-3

16-2

16-3

19-2

MP

Total

Cont

1

13-3
15-0
22-1
1-0
1-0
1-0
5-3
7-1

5-2
6-0
7-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0

13-3
1-0

66-8

22-2

19-6

25
MATCH RESULTS
Date
om~onent
02/05/06
02/08/06
02/12/06 %*
02/18/06 %*
02/23/06 %
03/05/06 %*
03/06/06 %*
03/15/06
03/20/06
03/22/06 %*
03/29/06
04/01/06 %*
04/03/06 %*
04/04/06
04/06/06
04/08/06
04/10/06 %*
04/20/06 !%
04/21/06 !%
04/22/06 !%
05/05/06 " %
05/06/06 " %
05/10/06 #
05/11/06 #
05/12/06 #

6
8-2

13-1

Dragana Ilic/Leigh Shelton
13-3
Gedvile NorkuteNictoria Weltz
15-0
Alejandra Beeker/Alexandra Schunk
22-1
Klibanoff-Dombrowski/Gedvile Norkute 1-0
Alejandra Boeker/Leigh Shelton
1-0
Klibanoff-Dombrowski/Alexandra Schunk 1-0
Gedvile Norkute/Leigh Shelton
5-3
7-1
Dragana llicNictoria Weltz

Totals

5
5-0

EMBRY-RIDDLE
PALM BEACH ATLANTIC
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
ROLLINS
at Florida Gulf Coast
at Florida Tech
TAMPA
NORTHWOOD (FLA)
MASSACHUSETTS
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN
LINDNWOOD
SAINT LEO
vs Eckerd
ST. THOMAS (FLA. )
at Armstrong Atlantic State
at Valdosta State
BARRY
vs Florida Tech
vs Nova Southeastern
vs Barry
PRESBYTERIAN
FLORDIA GULF COAST
vs Hawai'i-Hilo
vs Tarleton State
vs Armstrong Atlantic State

6-0

11-1

19-1

18-1

2

3

14-0
2-0

20-1
1-0

1-0
1-0
5-3
7-1

24-1

L1
W 15
W 10
W1
W1
W1
L1
L1

Cont

1-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
4-0-0
5-0-0
6-0-0
7-0-0
8-0-0
9-0-0
10-0-0
11 -0-0
12-0-0
13-0-0
14-0-0
14-1-0
15-1 -0
16-1-0
17-1-0
18-1-0
19-1 -0
20-1-0
21-1-0
22-1-0
23-1-0
23-2-0

0-0-0
0-0-0
1-0-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
4-0-0
4-0-0
4-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
6-0-0
7-0-0
7-0-0
7-0-0
7-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0
8-0-0

L 2-7

L 1-5

7-3
10-0
10-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
5-3
7-1

23-1

Overall

W5-0
W7-2
W5-0
W5-0
W5-1
W6-0
W5-0
W5-1
W5-0

2-1
5-1
6-1
5-1
4-1
4-0
4-0

Streak last10

W9-0
W7-0
W9W8-1
W9-0

L1
W4
W4
L1
L1
W4
W4

14-3

Score

W9-0
W8-1
W7-0
W7-2
W8-1
W9-0
W9-0
W9-0
W9-0

Streak last10

Ill
, .,,,
'

)111111

• Conference match
%Regional Match
! SSC Tournament
" NCAA Regional
# NCAA Championships

• •• • •

MEN'S

& WOMEN'S

TENNIS

· @@ ' [P
CONFERENCE
l
D
I

w

STANDINGS
LYNN
BARRY
ECKERD
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN
ROLLINS
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
TAMPA
FLORIDA TECH
SAINT LEO

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2006 All-SSC
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
FIRST TEAM · SINGLES
Alexa Korotkevich, Nova Southeastern
Julia Lima, Eckerd
Madora Mak, Eckerd
Tasi Purcell, Rollins
Ulia Talalenko, Nova Southeastern
Greta Trotman, Barry

Victoria Weltz. tvnn

FIRST TEAM · DOUBLES
Dragana Ilic/ teigh Shelton. tvnn
Alexa Korotkevich / Ulia Talalenko, Nova Southeastern

GellVile Nortune / Victoria Weltz. tvnn

SECOND TEAM · SINGLES
Meri Gol, Florida Southern

Dragana Ilic, tvnn
Marnie Mahler, Rollins

GedVile Norllute, tvnn
Alex Schunk. tvnn
Ana Maria Zuleta, Barry

1
2
3
4
5
6

OVERALL

w

l

23

2
5
5

18
20
16

13

7

11
8
4

8

5

8
12
12
13
19
14

2006SCC
WOMEN'S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

2006 NCAA DIVISION II
WOMEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hosted bV St teo Universttv

Kansas CilV, Missouri

Thursdav, ADril 20

Wednesdav. Mav 10

#4 Nova Southeastern 5, #5 Rollins 4

National Round ot 16

#1tvnn 5, #8 Florida Tech o

BYU-Hawai'i 5, Barry 0

#2 Barry 5, #7 Tampa 0
# 3 Eckerd 5, #6 Florida Southern 0

tvnn 5, Hawai'i-Hilo 1

Fridav. April 21

National Quanerlinals

#1tvnn 5, #4 Nova Southeastern o

BYU-Hawai'i 5, Abilene Christian 0

#2 Barry 5, #3 Eckerd 0

Backdraw Matches
#5 Rollins 5, #8 Florida Tech 0
#6 Florida Southern 5, #7 Tampa 4

Thursdav. Mav 11
tvnn 5, Tarleton State o

Fridav. Mav 12
National Semifinals
BYU-Hawai'i 5, West Florida 1

Saturdav. April 22
Championship Match - #1tvnn 5, #2 Barrv 1

Armstrong AUantic 5, tvnn 1

Saturtlav. Mav 13

3rd Place Match - #3 Eckerd 4, #4 Nova Southeastern 2
5th Place Match - #5 Rollins 4, #6 Florida Southern 0
7th Place Match - #7 Tampa 5, #8 Florida Tech 1

BYU-Hawai 'i 5, Armstrong Atlantic 3

tvnn Wins SSC Championship

BYU-Hawafl Claims National Championship

National Championship Match

SECOND TEAM · DOUBLES

2006 NCAA DIVISION II
SOUTHEAST REGION CHAMPIONSHIPS

Madora Mak / Julia Limo, Eckerd
Amanda McClure / Rachel Finch, Eckerd
Greta Trotman / Helen Wisniewski, Barry

Thursdav. Mav 4

PLAYER OF THE YEAR

Hosted bV Barrv Universitv

IICIDl'ia Weltz

HONORABLE MENTION· SINGLES
lldiko Csordas, Barry
Heather Eli, Tampa
Amanda McClure, Eckerd

tei1h Shelton. tvnn

HONORABLE MENTION · DOUBLES
lldiko Csordas / Ana Maria Zuleta, Barry
Marnie Mahler / Tasi Purcell, Rollins

Alex Schunk/ Alejandra Roeker, tvnn

Barry 5, Florida Southern 2
Eckerd 5, Rollins 3

Fridav. Mav 5
Hosted bv tvnn Universitv
tvnn 6, Presbvterian o
Florida Gutt Coast 5, Nova Southeastern 4

Hosted bV Barrv Universitv
Barry 5, Eckerd 0

Saturdav. Mav 6
Hosted bv tvnn Universitv
tvnn 5, norida Gun coast o
Barrv and tvnn advance to National Championships

L111n

FRESHMAN OF THE YW
Madora Mak
Eckerd

COACH OF THE YW
Mike Perez
L111n

Individual Season Records
Singles Won

Doubles Won

Dragana Ilic/Victoria Weltz

Marie Barbier ....................87
Katerina Koldova . . . . . • . . • .
. .. 84
Sandy Peshkin
... .83
Monika Mastalirova
... 74
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz .. . ............ 69
Petra Stankova
. .. . .. .. 68
Maria Alves
...... . . . . . ......... 66
Bucke Yavuz . . . . . . . •..•......... 66
Dragana Ilic
....... . . • . . • ...... 65
Mischa Peterova
.. . . . .64
Julia Jehs ..
.. ............. 63
Cristina Cavina ...... ... .... .. ..... 63

... 1.000 (23-0) .

. . .2005

Gedvlle NoBute/Victoria Weltz .. ... 1.000115-01 ...... .. .2006

Petra Stankova
.. . .. . .......... .31
Petra Stankova
............. 27
Dragana Ilic .
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 26
Cristina Cavina . . . . . . . .
. . .25
Cristina Cavina . . ................. 24
Al Peshkin-Schwartz .
. ...... 24
Marie Barbier . ...... . .. . ......... 23
Katarina Triska ......•..•. . •...... 23
Mischa Peterova .
. ......... 23
Katerina Koldova
.... 22
Mischa Peterova .... . . .... . •. . .... 22

. . . . .1994
.. . . .1995
....... 2005
....... 1994
....... 1995
. ...... 1995
....... 2004
....... 1995
....... 1995
....... 2000
.. .. . .. 1994

Petra Stankova . .... . •. . • . .• . ..... 35
Petra Stankova ........• . . ..... . . .32
Mischa Peterova
.... • ...... 29
Dina Bajramovic .. . ... . ... . .. ...... 28
Marie Maussion . . . . . • . . • . .•...... 28
Christina Cavina . . . . . . . .
. . . . .28
Dragana Ilic
...........•.... . .27

....... 1994
. . . . .. .1995
...... .1994
....... 2005
.
. .. 2005
.
. .. 1994
...... .2005

Victoria Wein ..... ........ ............. ..27 ....... ..2005
. .. 27 .
. .. 27 .

. .1995
.1995

WinningPercentage 1m1n. 15 matches1
Dragana Ilic . . . . ........... 1.000 (26-0) ....... 2005
Marie Barbier .
. ........ 1.000 (23-0) ....... 2004
Monika Mastalirova . . . .. .... 1.000 (21-0) ....... 2003
Katerina Koldova ...... ..... 1.000 (21-0) .. . .... 1997
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz ........ 1.000 (18-0) ....... 1998
Petra Stankova
... 1.000 (19-0) ....... 199 3
Sandy Pesh kin ... . ... . ..... 1.000 (17-0) . . .... 1998
Julia Jehs ... ...... . ....... 1.000 (17-0) ...... .1998
Mischa Peterova . . . .
.958 (23-1) . .. . .1995
Katerina Koldova . .
. .. 957 (22-1) .... . . .2000

D ubles Wins
Marie Barbier/Monika Mastalirova ..... 24 ....... 2002

0ragana Ilic/Victoria Weltz ........... .23 .... .....2005
Sandy Peshkin/Karolina Triska . . ...... 23 . .. . . . .2000

Alelan ra Beeker/Alex Schunk ...... . .22 ........ .2006
Katerina Koldova/Marketa Langerova .. 20
Eva Helmersson/Mimi Nieporte ....... 20
Marie Barbier/Kristina Triska
.18
Marie Barbier/ Monika Mastalirova ..... 18
Cristina Cavina/Federica Lentini ....... 18
Mischa Peterova/Petra Stankova ...... 18
5 pa,rs with ........ .............. 17

....... 2000
....... 1989
. . . ... 2003
. . . .. . .2001
.1994
....... 1993

Doubles Plaved
Marie Barbier/Monika Mastalirova ..... 27
Sandy Peshkin/Karolina Triska ........ 26
Maria Alves/Julia Jehs
...... ,. .26
Katerina Koldova/Marketa Langerova . .25
Karolina Triska/Mariola Prado .. . ..... 24
Cristina Cavina/Federica Lentini ....... 24

Mischa Peterova/Petra Stankova .. 1.000 (1 8-0) ....... 1993
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz/Sandy Peshkin . 1.000 {17-0) ....... 1998

Andrea Kostricova/Bucke Yavuz ... 1.000 (16-0) . . . .. 2004
Monika Mastalirova/Bucke Yavuz .. 1.000 (13-0) ....... 2003
Beverly Roberts/Mary Kaya! ...... 1.000 {12-0) ....... 1989
AleJandra Boeker/Alea Schon• ...... .956122-0 ........ .2006

Eva Helmersson/Mimi Nieporte ..... 952 (20-1) .. . .... 1989
Marie Barbier/Kristina Triska ....... 947 (1 8-1 ) ....... 2003
Cristina Cavina/Federica Lentini .. .. .944 (17-1) ....... 1993
Cristina Cavina/Ali Peshkin-Schwartz .. .923 {12-1) . .. . . .. 1996

Individual Career Records

Singles Plaved

Ali Peshkin Scwartz . . . . . . • . . . .
Katarina Triska . . .

Doubles Winning Percentage 1min. 12 matchesl

....... 2002
....... 2000
....... 2000
....... 2000
. . ..... 1999
....... 1994

Singles won
Petra Stankova ............... . ... 92
Mischa Peterova . ....... • ......... 79
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz . . . .. . . . ..... . .78
Cristina Cavina .
. .. . ... 78
Katerina Koldova ......... .... .... .74
Dina Bajramovic .........•......... 69
Marie Barbier .. .. . ..... . ......... 66
Sandy Peshkin . .
. . . .. 62
Delphine Contoz . . . . . . . .
. . . .. 61
Maria Alves .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .59
Julia Jehs
.. .58
Karolina Triska
.. .58

.... 1993-96
.... 1993-96
.... 1995-98
. ... 1993-96
. . . .1997-00
.... 2003-05
.... 2001-04
.... 1997-00
. 1990-92, 94
.... 1999-02
.... 1997-00
.... 199 7-00.

Singles Plaved
Petra Stankova .................. 105
Mischa Peterova ... . .. . • .• . . ...... 91
Cristina Cavina
.... 87
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz . . .
. .. 85
Katerina Koldova ..................82
Cherise Garanito
.... • ....... 79
Maria Alves
............. 78
Marie Barbier
.... 78
Delphone Contoz .. . . •.. . .• •. .. . . . .78
Dragana Ilic . . . . . . . . .
. .... 75
Sandy Peshkin
............... 73
Monika Mastalirova ................ 72
Karolina Triska .. ..... .. . . ........ 70

.... 1993-96
.... 1993-96
. ... 1993-96
. ... 1995-98
.... 1997-00
.... 1990-93
.... 1999-02
.... 2001-04
.1 990-92, 94
.... 2004-06
.... 1997-00
.... 2001-04
.... 1997-00

.... 2001-04
.... 1997-00
.... 1997-00
.... 2001-04
.... 1995-98
.... 1993-96
.... 1998-02
... .200 1-04
... .2004-06
. ... 1993-96
.... 1997-00
.... 1993-96

Katerina Koldova ................ 101
Marie Barbier .......... .. ........ 95
Sandy Peshkin . .
. . . .. 94
Maria Alves . . . .
. . . .. 91
Julia Jehs ........................86
Karolina Triska . . .
. .. 86
Monika Mastalirova
..... .81
Monse Palacios
. . .80
Bucke Yavuz ..........•. .. •. ..... 80
Dragana Ilic ............... •. ..... 77
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz .........•.... 76
Petra Stankova . . . .
. ... . .. . .76
Cherise Garanito . . . . • . . . . .
. .74
Cristina Cavina . . . . . . • . . . . .
. .73
Mischa Peterova
.. 72

.... 1997-00
.. 2001-04
.... 1997-00
. .. .1998-02
.... 1997-00
.... 1997-00
... .2001-04
.. . .2001-04
.... 2001-04
.... 2004-06
.... 1995-98
. ... 1993-96
. . . .1990-93
.... 1993-96
.... 1993-96

Doubles Winning Percentage 1m1n. 30 matcbes1
Marie Barbier
.916 (87-8)
Monika Mastalirova .........914 (74-7)
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz . . . • . . . .908 (69-7)
Petra Stankova . . . . . . . .
.895 (68-8)
Andrea Kostricova
.889 (56-7)
Mischa Peterova
. . . .889 (64-8)
Sandy Peshkin . . . . .
.883 (83-1 1)
Cristina Cavina .............863 (63-10)
Dragana Ilic
.844 (65-12)
Federica Lentini .
. ... 837 (36-7)
Katerina Koldova . . .
.832 (84-17)

.... 2001-04
.... 2001-04
.... 1995-98
... .1993-96
.2001, 04-05
. ... 1993-96
.... 1997-00
.... 1993-96
. ... 2004-06
.. . .1993-94
.. . . 1997-00

Victoria Wein ............ ....... .960 141-21 .. .2005-pres.

.... 1995-98
.... 1997-00
... .1993-96
. ... 2000-01
. .. . 1997-00
.... 1993-96
.... 1989-90
.... 1993-96
.... 2004-06
.... 1997-00
.... 2001 -04
.... 1995-97
.... 1993-94

Eva Helmersson/Mimi Nieporte .
. .. 21 ... . ... 1989
5 pairs with . .
. ........... 20

MEN'S

,• i

Doubles Plaved

Alelandra Beeker/Alex Schunk ....... .23 ...... ...2006
Dragana Ille/Victoria Weltz ..... .... ...23 .. .... ...2005

• • • • •

ill1
! ,l

Singles Winning Percentage lmin. 35 matches1
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz
.918 (78-7)
Katerina Koldova
.902 (74-8)
Cristina Cavina
.897 (78-9)
Marketa Langerova .
.886 (31-4)
Julia Jehs
.879 (58-8)
Petra Stankova ............ 876 (92-13)
Pernilla Andersson . . . . . . . . . .872 (34-5)
Mischa Peterova ..
.868 (79-12)
Dragana Ilic
. . . . . . . . . . . .852 (52-9)
Sandy Peshkin .. ..
.849 (62-11)
Marie Barbier . . . . .
.846 (66- 121
Katerina Triska . .
.841 (53-10)
Frederica Lentini
.841 (37-7)

!

& WOMEN'S

TENNIS

II:

~---.··
,:.

2006 ResultS
Record: 23-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez

Date

SSC Champions
NCAA 5.l Region Champions
NCAA National Quanerfinalist

Opponent

Result

2/5 ....... . .Embry-Riddle ...... . ..... .. . .. ...... .W 9-0
2/8 . . . ... .Palm Beach Atlantic .
. .. W7-0
2/ 12
.. .Florida Southern
.. .W9-0
2/ 18
. .. .Rollins .
. .. .W8-1
2/23
.....at Florida Gutt Coast . ... .. ... ....... .W 9-0
3/05 .. ... .. at Florida Tech
. .. .W9-0
3/06 .......Tampa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. .
. ...W8-1
3/ 15
.Northwood (Fla.) .
.W 7-0
3/20
. .Massachusetts .
. . . ... ..W7-2
3/22 . ..... .Nova Southeaslern
... . .W 8-1
3/29 .. ... .. Lindenwood
...... . .W 9-0
4/01 ... . .. .Saint Leo .
. . .. .W 9-0
4/03 . . . . . .. vs Eckerd
... . ... . .W 9-0
4/04 .. .... .St. Thomas (Fla.)
.... W9-0
4/06
..at Armstrong Atlantic . .
. .. L 2-7
4/08 .. ... . .at Valdosta State .... .. ........ . ... ... W5-0
4/ 10 . .... . .Barry
... .. .. . . . . .. . . ... ..W7-2
4/20
.. vs Florida Tech# .
. . .W5-0
4/21
... vs Nova Southeastern# . ...... . •.... .. .W5-0
4/22
. .. .vs Barry# . .
. . .... . ... . .... . ..W5-1
5/05
.. . .Presbyterian$
..... . .W6-0
5/06
. .Florida Gutt Coast$ . . . . . • . . . . . .
.W 5-0
5/ 10 . ... . . .vs Hawaii-Hilo%
.... ...W5-1
5/ 11 . . . .. . .vs Tarleton State% . .. . ... • . . • . • . . ... .W 5-0
5/ 12
... vs Armstrong Atlantic%
... L 1-5

2005Resuhs
Record: 23-5
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

4

;f,

l
I

1
i

J,

"

NCAA S.l Region Champions
NCAA National Quanerfinalist

Opponent

Result

2/5 .
. .... Florida Gutt Coast
.W7-2
2/8 .
. ...at Northwood (Fla.) .
. .. .. .W8- 1
2/ 12 ... . . .. at Embry-Riddle
.... .W 5-4
2/ 13 . .. . . . .at North Florida
........ .. .. . .L 3-6
2/1 5 .......at USC-Upstate
..W6-3
2/1 8 ....... FloridaTech
.....W8- 1
2/22 .......at Nova Southeastern
..... . ... .W7-2
2/24 . . ... .Saint Vincent . . .
. . .. ........ . . .. ..W8-1
2/26 . .... . .Florida Southern . . . . . . .
. . .. . .W 9-0
3/ 1 . .
. .. Barry
. .. .... ....... . .....W8-1
3/5 ... . .... .Rollins
.... . .... .W5-4
3/ 13 .. .... .UMass-Arnhersl ...... . . . ... . . . ...... .W7-2
3/ 14
. .Rutgers
.... .W8-0
3/ 15 .. .... .Tenn.-Chattanooga
... ..W8-1
3/ 18
. .Auburn-Montgomery .
. . .L 3-6
3/20
. .Armstrong Atlantic ... .. ........ . ... . . .L 1-8
3/23
... .Siena
.... .W 9-0
4/5 .
. ....at Kennesaw State
.... .W9-0
4/9 .. .. .... .at Eckerd .
. .. ....... .. ... . .W 9-0
4/9 .
. .. at Tampa .
. . . .W 9-0
4/ 10 . .... . .at Saint Leo ... . .... .. .... . .... .. .. . .W 9-0
4-21 .......vs. Saint Leo#
.....W5-0
4-22
..vs. Florida Southern#
...W5-0
4-23
..vs. Barry '. .
. . . . .L 3-5
5/6 . . .. . . . .. Tusculum$
. . .W5-0
5/6 . . . . ... Rollins$ . .
. . .W5- 1
5/ 12 .......vs. Abilene Christian%
. . . .W 5-0
5/1 3
.vs. Valdosta State%
.... .. .. L 3-5

2004Resuns
Record: 24-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

SSC Champions
NCAA S.l Region Champions
NCAA National Runner-up

Opponent

Result

2/7 . .... . ... Nova Southeastern
.. ... .... W9-0
2/9 .. . ......Palm Beach Atlantic . ...• •• . . . •• ... . ... W5-0
2/ 11 .. . ....at Florida Tech
.. . .. .W 9-0
2/ 17
... .St. Thomas
.......... . .. . .. .W 6-0
2/21 .......Tampa
.......• . ... • ........W9-0
2/22 .. . .... Rollins .
. . . . . .. . . . • .
. .W7-2
2/28
.... Eckerd
... . ...W9-0
3/ 11 . . . .... Toledo
......W8-1
3/ 13
..... vs. Ga. College&State .
. ....W8- 1
3/1 4
.... .vs.Armstrong Atlantic
.... L 1-8
3/1 7
... .. UMass-Arnherst
.... W7-2
3/20
. .Florida Southern
. . ... .W8-1
3/21
.. .Saint Leo ......................... . .W9-0
3/24 . .. . .. Barry .
. . .. . . . .. • . . . .W8- 1
3/26
..Auburn-Montgomery . .
. . .W6-3
4/3 ... . .... .at Florida Gutt Coast . . .
. .. .W8-1

4/5 .... ... . .Northwood (Fla.)
4/1 0 ....... North Florida
4/ 16
. .. vs. Florida Tech#
4/1 7 ..... . .vs. Florida Southern#
4/ 18 ... . ...at Rollins#
5/9 .
. ... Barry ......... .
5/ 12 ......vs Columbus State%
5/ 13 . . .. .. .vs. Northwood (Mich)%
5/ 14
... vs. West Florida%
5/ 14 .. . .... vs. BYU-Hawaii%

2003Resuhs
Record: 22-1
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

UNIVERSITY

SSC Champions
NCAA S.l Region Champions
NCAA National Third Place

Opponent

Result

2/7 ... . .....at Florida Southern
... . ... .W9-0
2/8 .
. .at Tampa .. . . ....... . .. . . . . .... .. .. .W9-0
2/ 14 ...... .Florida Gutt Coast
. .. W8- 1
2/27
...at Barry .
. . ... .W5-4
3/2 ........ .Rollins . . . .
. ... .W5-4
3/9 ........ .Seton Hall
. . ... .W 9-0
3/1 4
.. Indianapolis ... .. .. , ... ... ..... . ... .W 9-0
3/1 6 . ..... .Dartmouth
..... .W7-2
3/17
. . .Massachusetts .
. ... .W8- 1
3/21 . ...... Northwood, Ml . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
. .. .W9-0
3/23 ......Armstrong Atlantic .
. ... .W5-0
3/29 ..... . .at North Florida . .. .. . .... . .. ..•..... .W8-1
4/ 3 .
. . . .. at Queens .. .. .. . .... .... . ... ... .. . .W9-0
4/4 .. . .... . .at North Greenville .
. .W9-0
4/6 ....... . .at Wingate . .
. .... . .W6-0
4/ 12
.. at Saint Leo
..... .. ... . .W9-0
4/ 13 .......at Eckerd
.W9-0
4/28
.. vs. Tampa# .
. .. . .W5-0
4/28 .. . . .. .vs. Barry#
... .. W5-4
5/4 .
. .. Tusculum $
. .. . .W5-0
5/8 . . .......vs. West Florida% ............ .. ... . .W5- 1
5/9 .
.vs. Metro State %
.........W5-0
5/1 0 .... . ..vs. BYU-Hawaii %
.... L 1-5

2002Resuhs
Record: 21-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez

Date

SSC Runner-Up
NCAA S.l Region Champions
NCAA National Founh Place

Opponent

Result

2/8 .... . ... .St. Thomas
. . .... . . . .. . ... W8- 1
2/9 .
. .. Tampa
............W8- 1
2/ 17
.. .Saint Leo
.. .W9-0
2/24 ....... North Florida
. . .. . ...W8- 1
3/1
.. ....Armstrong Atlantic
. ... .L 1-5
3/3 .
. ...Clayton State . . .. .. .. . .... ..
. ...w5-1
3/5
.. . .Grand Canyon
.... . ...W8-1
3/6 .........Arizona
. . .. . .. ... .. ......... L 2-5
3/ 13
..Temple ...
.... . ... W6-3
3/ 17 . . . . .. .Massachusetts .
. ... ..w5-2
3/20 ...... .Northern Iowa
.......W9-0
3/22
. .Eckerd .
. . . ... .W 5-1
3/23
... Rollins
. ....W7-2
3/24 ....... Florida Southern
.. . ... .W6-3
3/30 ...... .Northwood (Ml)
....W8- 1
4/6 .
. .. .Francis Marion .
..W7-0
4/7 . .
.5.C.-Aiken
....w5-0
4/1 1 . ..... .Barry . .
.L 4-5
4/1 8 ...... .Saint Leo+
...........W5-2
4/1 9 ....... Rollins+ ..
.... . . . ........ .W5-1
4/20 ..... . .Barry+ . . .
.. L 2-5
5/ 3 .
. . .Wingate# .... . ... .. .... .
. . .W6-0
5/4 .........Rollins#
. .....W5-0
5/9 .
. .Millersville% ... . . . •.... • .
......w5-1
5/ 10 .......West Florida% .
.. .W 5<4
5/ 11 ....... BYU-Hawaii%
... L 0-5
5/ 12 .... .. .Barry%
...... .L 4-5

2001 Results
Record: 24-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

SSC Champions
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA National Champions

Opponent

Result

2/3 . . .
.Flagler .
. .W5-2
2/5 .
. .. Barry
... . .... .W 6-3
2/6 ....... . .Palm Beach Atlantic
..... .. ... . . .W 5-0
2/ 10 ....... Florida Gulf Coast
...W6-0
2/ 13
.St. Thomas
... .W5-0
2/1 6 ...... .Tampa . . . .. . ....... • .. . . • . .
. . .W9-0
2/ 17
.Saint Leo ....
. .... .w 7-0

+ SSC Taumament Match

LYNN

. .W 6- 1
....W8-1
.. ... . . .W 5-0
....W5-0
. .......W5-2
.....w5-1
........W5-0
.... . .. W5-0
............W5- 1
... L 1-5

# NCAA South Regional

2/ 18 ... . ... Eckerd
... .W9-0
3/4 ..... . ... Rollins . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
. .. .W 8-1
3/9 .. . . .... North Florida . .
. . . ... .W8-1
3/ 10 ... .. .. Brenau ... .. ... . ...•.. • . • ..• .•. . ... .L 3-5
3/ 15 ... . ...Columbia
..... .W8- 1
3/ 17
. ... Florida Southern . .
. . .W9-0
3/21 ....... Massachusetts .
. .... .W9-0
3/22
...Cornell
. .W7-2
4/5 .
. .. West Florida
. . . . . .W6-3
4/6 . . . ... .. .BYU-Hawaii ... .. . ....... ... ... . .... .. L 3-6
4/8 ... .. ... .Ouachita Baptist . . . . . .. . .. .. ..
. . .W8-1
4/ 14 .......Armstrong Atlantic
. .W5-1
4/20 . . .... .Florida Southern+ ..... . . . .. .. . ...... .W 5-0
4/21 . ... .. .Barry+
. .... .W 5-2
5/5 .
. .Ouachita Baptist# .
. ... .W5-0
5/1 0
.Lees-McRae%
.. .W5-0
5/ 11 ...... .Abilene Christian% .
. .. . ...... W5-0
5/1 2
. .West Florida%
................. .W5-2
5/1 4 .. ... .. BYU-Hawaii% .
. ....W5-3

2000 Results
Record: 23-3
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

SSC Champions
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA National Runner-Up

Opponent

Result

2/7 . . .
. .St. Thomas . . .
. .... W9-0
2/ 10 ....... Barry .
. ...W8-1
2/11 ... . .. Florida Southern . . . . . .. .. . .
. . . .W 9-0
2/ 18
... Florida Atlantic. . . . . .
. ...W8-1
2/26 . .. .. .Tampa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .
. .. . .W 9-0
2/27 ... .. .. Flagler
.... .W 5-0
3/3 ..... . ...Armstrong Atlantic .
. ... . .. .W 5-4
3/5 .
. .Brenau .
.L 1-5
3/ 11 ... .. .. Rollins
.. ...........W5-2
3/ 13 .. . . ... Lees-McRae .
. . .. .W~-0
3/ 14
. . ... Massachusetts .
. . .W8-1
3/ 16 ... . ... Baker
... .W 9-0
3/ 18
. . .. .Saint Leo
....... .W7-2
3/24 ....... North Florida
....... .W8-1
3/26
... Eckerd .
. .... .W9-0
3/29 .. . . . . .Ga. College & State
... . . .W5-1
4/2
. .. .. .Bethune-Cookman
... .W7-2
4/7 . . ... .. BYU-Hawaii .
. ............ L 4-5
4/8 .... . .... Oklahoma City . .
. ... .W 5- 1
4/ 16
... Eckerd+
....... .W5-0
4/ 16 . ... .. .Rollins+
. .W6-1
5/6 . . . .. ... .Kennesaw State#
.. . ... .W 5-0
5/ 11 ....... Gardner-Webb%
.. .W6-0
5/1 2 .. . .... California-Davis%.
. ..... .W5-1
5/ 13 .......West Florida%
... W5- 1
5/ 15 . . .. . . .BYU-Hawaii% ... .. ....... . .. •• . ..... .L 0-S.

1999 Results
Results: 19-6
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

SSC Champions
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA National Founh Place

Opponent

Result

1/27
. . .Webber International .
. ......... .W9-0
2/4 .. . .... . .Barry
. .W5-4
2/5 .. . .... . .Tampa
... . .W 9-0
2/ 12 . . . . .. .Spellman .
. .. . .W 9-0
2/ 13
. .Florida Southern
.. . . .W 9-0
2/27
.. . . .Rollins
.... .W 7-2
3/3 . .. ...... Brenau .............................L 2-7
3/4 .
. .. North Florida
.... .W8- 1
3/5 .. . ... . . .Francis Marion .. ... .. ............... .W8-1

m..

~~

. .wu

3/ 15 ... . .. Eckerd . . . . .
. .. .W 5-0
3/1 6 .......Colgate
... .W 8-1
3/1 8 ... .. ..Oklahoma City . . . . . . . .. . . .
. . ... L 3-5
3/20 .......Valdosta State
............ .W9-0
3/28 ... . ... Armstrong Atlantic
.. L 1-5
4/8 . . . .. .. .. BYU-Hawaii
... L 0-9
4/9 .
. . .West Florida
... .W7-2
4/ 10
.. Barry ............. .. ... ..
. . .. .W 6-2
4/ 17 ... . ... Florida Southern+
... .W 5-0
4/ 18 ... . ... Rollins+ . . . .
. .......... . . .... .W5-4
~
.
~ ry
.... . .... . .. .W~
5/ 13 .......Ferris State%
.. .W5-0
5/ 14
...West Florida%
...... . .W5-2
5/ 15 ...... .Armstrong Atlantic% .
. ....... . .L 4-5
5/1 6 .......Ga. College & State%
... L 4-5

%NCAA NaUonal ChamplonshlPS

• • • • •

1998 Results
Record: 20-0
Head Coach: Mike Perez
SSC Champions
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA NaUonal Champions

Date

Opponent

Result

...........W9-0
28..
. .Saint Leo
.... W9-0
211 1
.....Nova Southeastern
. ....W5-1
2 17
... St. Thomas ...
.. ... W9-0
2127
..Webber International .
_.. .• . . . . • . . .W7-2
2'28
.... .Rollins
..... W9-0
3/ 1 . . .
. . .Florida Southern
3 ·6 .
. .Ferris State ..
.. .. .w 5-0
.... .W8-1
3/ 10
... Georgetown
. .w 7-2
311 9
..... Barry .....
....W5-3
3/24
... Dartmouth
...
.....
.W7-2
3126
.North Florida
3127
.....Ga. College & State
.. .. ..... . ..... .W8-1
3 29
..Armstrong Atlantic
.... W5-1
4 11 ..... .Florida Atlantic .
.. .. W7-1
..W6-3
4/23
.. Barry+
... .W8-1
4 25
.... Eckerd+
.... .W 6-0
518 . .
. .Presbyterian%
... .W5-1
59..
. .Northern Colorado%
. .. .... .. .... .. .W 5-1
5 10
... Barry% ..
5 11 .•..... Armstrong Atlantic%
......W5-2

1997 Results
Record: 22-1
Head Coach: Mike Perez
NCAA South Region Champions
NCAA NaUonal Champions

Date

Opponent

Result

2

.....Southern Mississippi
... .W9-0
... .W9-0
. .Nova Southeastern
. . .W7-1
2/22
... .Florida Atlantic ..
2/23 . . . . .. Rollins
..W6-3
2124 .. .... Eastern Michigan
.......W8-1
3/2 .. .. . .West Florida ......... ..
. ... .W9-0
....w5-4
3/3
.. North Florida
. ... W6-3
316 .. .. ... Michigan State .
3116 .. ....Armstrong Atlantic
........ .L 1-5
3/19
. .... Rutgers .
. .....w7-2
3/20
.... Dartmouth
.W8-1
3123 .... ...Cincinnati ..
.. ....W9-0
4/1
.. Barry .................. . .
.. .. .W6-2
415
.. Eckerd .
.. ....W9-0
4/6 ... ... .Florida Southern
..W8-1
4'19
... North Florida .....
. ..W6-3
5/2
. ... .. Kennesaw State#
.. W9-0
5/3 ... .... Augusta State# . .
.. ..... W6-1
5/8 .. .. ...Carson Newman% ..
.w 5-0
5/9
.. ....Abilene Christian% .. .
. .... W5-0
5/10 ... ... North Florida%
.....w5-2
5/ 11
..Armstrong Atlantic%
.....w5-4

2!6 . . .

1996 Results
Record: 18-2
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date
1/30

2!7
2/9
2/10
2/11
2/24

2/25
3/7
3/12
3/15
3/16
3/18
3/20
3/26
3/29
3/31
4/12
5/2
5/3
5/3.

NAIA Southeast Region Sixth Place
NAIA NaUonal Champions

Opponent

,

Result

.... .Florida Atlantic.
. ......W9-0
... .... Barry
................W6-1
...Webber International
... W9-0
.... Florida Southern
.. W9-0
. .... Rollins
....W9-0
... Florida International
.... W6-0
.... Eastern Michigan
....W9-0
. ... Michigan State
..W6-1
.. ....Columbia .
. . . . ... . ••........W7-0
.....Armstrong State
......... .W 4-3
.. ...North Florida.. ..
. .. .W 4-1
....Williamette
.... W7-2
.... .Dartmouth .
. . .W 6-1
..... .. DePaul
. ........... ....W5-2
.. . .Tulane .. .....
.W5-4
...Southern Mississippi ..... ... ..... . .... W5-1
.. . .. Barry
..... W7-0
.. ...Auburn-Montgomery#
. .L 3-6
.... Montevallo# . .
. ...W5-0
... .. Brenau#
. .L 4-5

1995 Results
Record: 21-1
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date
1/28

NAIA Southeast Reglin Flflh Place
NAIA NaUonal Champions

Opponent

..... .Nova Southeastern

+SSCT

-

Result
... W7-0

2/5 ......... Florida International .......... . . ..... .W 5-1
2/7 ......... Florida Atlantic.
. .... W9-0
2/ 1t
.Webber . ..
.. ... W9-0
2/16 ....... Barry
.... .W 6-1
2/ 17 ...... Flagler
.... .W9-0
2/ 18
... Armstrong State .. .. . • . .. ..
.. .W 6-3
2/24 ....... Mobile
.... . .W 5-4
2/25 .......Nichols State ......... . ............. .W 5-4
2/26 ...... .West Florida
. .W 8-1
3/9 ......... Michigan State
... .W 8-1
3/10 ....... Campbell ............. . .... ... ... . .. W6-0
3/17
... Montana State . . .
. . . . .. . . .. .. . .W 9-0
3/ 18
.North Florida......... .....
. .. .W7-2
3/19 ......Auburn-Montgomery
... .W8-1
3/22 ....... Dartmouth
... .W9-0
3/23 ....... DePaul
.... .W8-0
3/25 ....... Florida Southern
.... .W9-0
4/2.
. .. .Rollins .................... . .. . .... .W6-1
4/8 .
. .. Eckerd .
. ............. .W 6-0
5/5 .
. .Binmingham Southern# ..... .• . . ... . .. .W5-1
5/6.
. .Auburn-Montgomery#
.. L 0-5

1994 Results
Record:14-3
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

NAIA District 7Champions
NAIA National Third Place

Opponent

Result

1/27
... Florida Atlantic.
. .W 6-0
1/31
..... Barry
... ..W8-1
2/5 . . . .St.Thomas
...... .W9-0
2/7 ......... Flagler .................. .. ... ..... .W9-0
2/ 12
...Florida International .. ....... .... .. .... L 4-5·
2/20 ....... Rollins ................. . .. . ........W6-3
2/26
.....Coastal Carolina .
. .... .W6-1
2/27 .......Charleston .
. . .W5-2
3/10 ....... Michigan State
..... .W6-3
3/18 .......Cornell
.... ..W8-1
3/19 ...... .North Florida . . . .. .. .. .. •
. ... .W 5-4
3/20
.... Brenau
... .W5-4
3/20
.. Mobile
.......... . ..... ..W6-3
3/21 .......Auburn-Montgomery
...... L 1-6
3/23 ....... Dartmouth
.... .W6-3
4/6 ......... Barry .
..W 6-3
4/ 10
.. Flagler
..... .L 4-5

1993 Results
Record: 21-0
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Date

NAIA District 7Champions
NAIA National Champions

Opponent

Result

1/28
.... Palm Beach Atlantic
........W6-3
1/30 .......Nova Southeastern
... W9-0
2/2 ......... Broward CC ................. .. ......W7-t
2/8 ......... Barry . .. . .
. ...W9-0
2/18 ...... Rollins .
.. ...............W8-1
2/ 19 .......Webber International
.... .W 9-0
2/20 ...... Flagler
.....W9-0
2/23 ....... Palm Beach Atlantic .
. .W 6-3
3/2.
. .. Michigan State
....... .W 6-3
3/4 .
. .. Mobile . . . .
.. .. . .W 9-0
3/5 ........ .West Florida . .
. .W 8-1
3/6 .
. ....Auburn-Montgomery .. ...... .. . .......W5-4
3/7 .........Binmingham Southern
. : . -:: •. - .W 7-2
3/12 ....... Eckerd
.... W9-0
3/16 .......Columbia
........W9-0
3/17
.... Virginia . ..
.. .... W5-4
3/21
.... Dartmouth ..
.. .. .... ....... .. .. ..W5-4
4/3 ......... North Florida
.. W5-4
4/7 .. .
. .Broward CC .. . . . .. • .. . • • .. . • • . . . . .W 8-1
4/8 ......... Florida Atlantic .
. .W 6-3
4/17 ...... North Florida
...W6-3

Date

1992 Results
Record:11-9
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

Result

1/30 ....... Broward CC
.... L 1-8
2/2 .
.North Florida . . .
. ..... .L 2-7
2/6 .. . . .... Barry
.. ... . ... . .... ..W6-3
2/8 ......... Flagler
... .L 2-7
2/9.
. .Florida CC . . .. . . ........
. . .W9-0
2/11 ...... FloridaAtlantic.. .
. .... .W6-3
2/14 ...... .Central Florida
... .W6-3
2/15
... BYU-Hawaii . .
. .. L 3-6
2/16 .......West Florida
..... L 1-5
2/18
.. St. Thomas .......... .... .......... .W8-1
2/24
.. Palm Beach CC
...... L 1-5
3/2 .
.. .. Barry
.... .W6-3
3/5 ........ .Saint Leo . .
. ........ .W9-0

._.

#IICIISlllllllllllnll

..... Flagler ............. • .... • ..
3/8
.. .. L 0-6
3/14
.. North Florida ........ • .•.. • .
. .... L 4-5
3/ 15 ....... Berry
. .W5-2
. .... . ..... .
3/ 16 .......Cornell .
.. .. W9-0
......
Columbia
..
3/20
.........W8-1
3/24 ...... Dartmouth . . .
.. ..W5-4
3/2 5 ....... Michigan State
........ L 3-6

Date

1991 Results
Record:18-8
Head Coach: Mike Perez
Opponent

1990 Results
Record: 17-3
Head coach: Mike Perez
Date

NAIA District 7Champions
NAIA National Runner-Up

Opponent

~-~.

Result

1/18 .. .. .. .Palm Beach CC
.W 9-0
1/19 ....... North Florida ..... .... .... . .. . .......L4-5
1/30
..... Broward(( ...
. ..... .W7-2
2/6 ......... Florida Atlantic .
. .W 9-0
2/7 ... .. .... Barry
. ..W9-0
2/ 16 ....... Florida(( ...
. .. W9-0
2/18
.. Flagler
.. .W5-4
2/22 ...... .Saint Leo
.. .W9-0
3/2 ..... .. .. Nova Southeastern ..... . •• . . . . •. .... .W9-0
3/8 .........Nova Southeastern
..... W9-0
3/9 . . ...... Boston University ...... .. .. .... . .. ... .W 7-2
3/13 .......Barry
................. .W9-0
3/ 16 .. ... . .Florida International
. .W 5-4
3/17
....Stetson ..
.. .. .W6-3
3/22 ...... Dartmouth
.... .W6-3
3/23
..... Michigan State . . . .. .. .. .. ..
. . .. W8-1
3/27 ....... Broward CC
... .. W6-3
4/10
.Florida Atlantic ........ . . . ...... . .... .W9-0
4/13 ....... Flagler . .. . .. . .
. ..... L 4-5
4/21
.. .Florida State ..
.. ............... L 1-8

1989 Results
Record:17-4

Date
1/29
1/31
2/6.
2/10
2/16
2/18
2/21
2/23
2/25
2/26
3/11
3/12
3/19
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/27
3/31
4/3.
4/5 ..

Head Coach: Jeff Bingo
NAIA District 7 Runner-Up

Opponent

Result

... North Florida
..... L 4-5
...... Palm Beach CC
.........W6-3
. .Webber International
...W9-0
...... .Florida Southern ........ .... . ....... .W8-1
....... Nova Southeastern
....•....•.
.W 7-2
... Rollins
......L 4-5
....... Florida Atlantic .
. .... .W 9-0
...Barry.
. .W 8-1
.....Flagler . .
. ........ L 1-8
....... North Florida
... L 2-7
.Barry .
. .. .. .. ....... ... .... . ..W9-0
.......Columbia
.... .W8-1
... .St. Francis . .
. . .W9-0
......Charleston .
. .... .W9-0
.......Wisconsin-Lacrosse
.W 9-0
.......Ohio
... .W6-3
. .St. Ambrose . .
. .... .W 9-0
..... . .Broward CC ...........•• . . . ••..... . .W9-0
. .Florida Atlantic .
. .... . .W8-1
. .Nova Southeastern
. . .W 9-0

%IICIIIIIIIHII
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Result

1/22 ....... Broward CC
................ .. W7-2
1/27 .......North Florida
...... .W5-4
2/1
.... Saint Leo
.. .W9-0
2/2 . .
..Tampa .................... . . .... .. .W9-0
2/5 ......... Florida International
..... .W6-3
2/7 .
. ... Palm Beach CC
.. .W6-3
2/9 ......... Flagler
....... L 3-6
2/ 15 .......West Florida
.... ..W5-1
2/16
.. Florida CC
.... .W9-0
2/15 ....... North Florida
................L 4-5
2/19 ....... Barry .............. .. ............. .W5-4
2/26
.. .Florida Atlantic.
. ... .W8-1
3/2 .... ... ..Rollins . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .
. .... .L 2-7
3/4 .
. .Nova Southeastern
.W 9-0
2/ 19 ....... Barry .
.. .. .W9-0
3/8 .
. . . .Florida CC
.... .W9-0
3/10 .......Yale
. .W9-0
3/ 12 ...... .St. Thomas ...... ......... . . ........W8-1
3/18 ...... Dartmouth
..... L 2-7
3/20 ....... Michigan State ..... ... .............. .L 3-6
3/21 ......South Alabama
.. L 2-7
3/23 .......Harvard
.W 7-2
4/9 .
.. .. Stetson ..
.. . .W 6-3
4/ 11 ....... Broward CC
... .W 5-4
4/ 14 ....... Flagler . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • .. .. ..L 2-7

r
-

.

.

,.•·

A
Iliana Adame . . .. .
Heather Aebischer .
Maria Alves . ....... . . .. . .
Pernilla Andersson ............ .

. .... . .. 1991
.... 1993-95
... .1999-02
. ...... 1988-90

B
Dina Bajramovic .
. . ... 2003-2005
....... 2001-04
Marie Barbier .......... .
Masha Bayser {Bajramovic) .. . . .. . . .2001-03, 2005
Alejandra Boeker . ..
. .... 2006

C
Cristina Cavina ..
Delphine Contoz

.1993-96
........•..•.... 1990-92, 94

D
Suzana Dabic .. ...•... . ......•.....•...... 1991
. .. 1989
Anne Dingman . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . .
Marines Duarte
..... .. . . .. . . . . •.. .1995-98
...... 1992
Danielle Durgy .

E-G
Cherise Garanito
Jennifer Glazer
Victoria Gozzi
Jennifer Greenwald

.. 1990-93
.. 1999
....... 1992
.....•... . ..... 2001 -02

H-J
Eva Helmersson
... 1988-90
Amy Hepburn . .. . ... .. .•..•.
.. . . .2005
Dragana Ilic . . . .
. ... . ......... 2004-06
Julia Jehs . . . . . . • . . . .
. .. 1997-00

K
Mary Kaya!
.... .1989-92
Katie Klibanoff-Dombrowski ............... . .2006-pres.
Katerina Koldova . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... 1997-00
Andrea Kostricova . .
. ...... 2001, 2003-2005

l
Marketa Langerova
Federica Lentini .. .
Claudia Lipitch .. .

.. . . . ..... 2000-01
..........
. .1 993-94
. .. 1992-93

M-N
Monika Mastalirova . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .2001 -04
Marie Maussion
...•.• . ....•. ......... 2005
Mimi Nieporte . . . . . . . .
. . 1988-91
Gedvile Norkute ............... ....... ....... .2006-pres.

0-P
Maria Palacios . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. .2001 -04
Sandy Peshkin .. . ..... ....•.... ..... .... 1997-00
Ali Peshkin-Schwartz . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . .1995-98
Mischa Peterova
.. 1993-96
Mariola Prado . .
. ... 1998-01
Catherine Prouve . . .
. . . 1992-93

Q-S
Beverly Roberts .
. .. 1988-89
Courtney Rowan
... 1994
Juliette Schohn
.•........ •............. 2003
Alex Schunk ..... ........ ......... .. .... ..... .2006-pres.
Leigh Shelton ................................ .200&-pres.
Ann-Louis Sjodin
. . . . .. . .... . ... 1988-91
Petra Stankova .. . .. ........ . ..•. . ..... .1993-96
Karin Svensson
................... 1996

T-W
Karolina Triska ..... ............... ..... 1997-00
Katarina Triska
.......... 1995-97
Kristina Triska . . .. . ... . .. . . . . .. •. . . . .. . . ... 2003
Victoria Weltz .. ... ... ... ............ ... ... .. .2005-pres.

1-Z
Bucke Yavuz

current Players listed In Bold

... .2001-04

All-Time Honors
111-SHSIIIH S1111 CHIIHICI
s1111 • s N11ers
FIISTTWI

lllctlrhl wenz .................................. .200&
Dragana Ilic ... .. ... .•..... . .... • .. .... 2005
Marie Barbier . . ....... . . . .. . .....•..... 2004
Monika Mastalirova .. . ....... . ..... ... ... 2004
Monika Mastalirova . ......... . . .• ..•. . . .. 2003
Kristina Triska
.. . ..•..• . .•. .•.. . . .2003
Marie Barbier ..... .. ... .. . . .. . • . .• . .. . .2002
Marketa Langerova ....... •. .•..•..• ..... 2001
Monika Mastalirova ....•.. , ..•..• .•• . .... 2001
Julia Jehs . .......... ...•. . •. . • .. • .... .2000
Katerina Koldova .....•..•. . • .. • . .•..... 2000
Marketa Langerova ....•. . ..... • . .• • ... .. 2000
Sandy Peshkin ....... .. ................ 2000
Maria Alves . . ........................ . .1999
Julia Jehs .... . .. . .... .. ........... . . .. 1999
Katerina Koldova ... .... .. . . . .. .... .. . .. 1999

111-SHSIIIH S1111 CHIIHICI
IHIIIIS IHlrS
HISTTWI
Drllllll lllC/1.81111 SllehH ................... .2006
Gentle Nll'btll/llctlria Weill ............ ... .2006
Masha Bayser / Andrea Kostricova ....... . .. 2005

lfllllll Ille / llctlril W9IIZ .................. .2115
Marie Barbier/Monika Mastalirova .. . .. . .. . . .2004
Kristina Triska/Marie Barbier .... . ... •.. . ... 2003
Marie Barbier/Monika Mastalirova . . ... ...... 2002
Marie Barbier/Monika Mastalirova ......... . .2001
Maria Alves/Julia Jehs ....................2000
Sandy Peskin/Karolina Triska . ......•. ..... 2000
Maria Alves/Julia Jehs ........ . . .. . •... . .. 1999

SECINITWI
Monika Mastalirova/Bucke Yavuz .. . .• .. . . .. 2003

IONlllllE MEmlN
1111 SC1111k/A111•ra Blllller ............... .2006

SECONITWI
Dragana Ilic ..... .... ... .... . .......... 2006
Gelllllle ..... ... ...................... ....... .2006
1111 Sclltlllk ............. .... ................... .2006
Masha Bayser ...... .. .. ... . .•..•..... .2005
Andrea Kostricova ......... . . .....•. . .... 2005
Andrea Kostricova ............... : • ...... 2004
Dragana Ilic ...... . ... .......•..• ...... 2004
Marie Barbier .......•..•..•..•..•..... .2003
Monse Palacios . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. .. .2003

NONlllllE IEmlN

1.11111 Sllelllll .................................. .2006

SUIShlH S1111 CDnflrHCI
Player 111111 Year
llctlfia Weill ..................... ............. .2006
Monika Matalirova ...................... .2003
Julia Jehs . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .
. .1999

school

Record

First
last
Meeting Plaved

Abilene Christian .... . .. . .3-0 ...... 1997 ..... 2005
Arizona .. .. ............0-1 ...... 2002 ..... 2002

Armstrong AUantic ........8-8 ..... .. .1995 .. .... .2006
Auburn-Montgomerv ..... .3-4 ... .....1993 .... ...2005
Augusta State .
. .... 1-0 . .... .1997 .. . .. 1997
Baker ..... . ........... 1-0 ...... 2000 ..... 2000

Barrv .. .. ....... ..... .. .. .. .31-4 ........1989 ...... .2006
Berry ................. 1-0. . .. 1992
Bethune-Cookman
... 1-0 .... . .2000
Birmingham Southern ..... 2-0 . . .. 1993
Boston University .
. .. 1-0 . . . .1990
Brenau ....... . ........ 1-4 ...... 1994
Broward
7-1 .. ... .. ..1989
BYU-Hawaii ........ ... .. 1-8 ...... 1992
California-Davis ....•... . .1-0 .... . .2000
Campbell
......... 1-0 ...... 1995
Carson Newman ......... 1-0 . . .... 1997
Central Florida .......... 1-0 ...... 1992
Charleston . . .
. .2-0 . . ... .1989
Cincinnati .
. • ..... 1-0 ...... 1997
Clayton State
..... 1-0 .. . . . .2002
Coastal Carolina ......... 1-0 ...... 1994
Colgate . . . . . . .
. . . .. 1-0 ..... .1999
Columbia . ........... .5-0 ...... 1989
Columbus State ..... . ... 1-0 ...... 2004
Cornell . ............ . . .3-0 ... . . .1992
Dartmouth . . ........... 9-1 ...... 1990
DePaul ...... ....... . . .2-0 .. . . . .1995
Eastern Michigan ........ 2-0 ...... 1996

cc .................

..... 1992
..... 2000
..... 1995
..... 1990
..... 2001

...... .1993
..... 2004
... . .2000
..... 1995
... . .1997
..... 1992
.. .. . 1994
. . .1997
.. . .. 2002
..... 1994
..... 1999
. . . .. 2001
..... 2004
. . . .. 2001
..... 2003
.... .1996
..... 1997

School

Record

First
last
Meeting Plaved

Florida International ..... .4-1 ...... 1990 .. . .. 1996

Florida Gun Coast .... .... ..6-0 ..... .. .2001 ...... .2006
Florida southern .... .... ..17-0 ....... .1989 ...... .2006

School

Record

First
last
Meeting Plaved

Palm Beach CC....
. . .5-1 . . . .1989 ... . .1993
Presbyterian . . .
. ... .2-0 ...... 1998 ..... 2006
Queens . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1-0 ...... 2003 ... . .2003

.... 0- 1 ...... 1990 ..... 1990

Rollins .. ...... ... ..... .... .20-2 ... ....1989 .......2006

Florida Tech .... ... ....... ..5-0 .... ... .2004 ... ... .2006

Rutgers ......•.. • ..... 2-0 ...... 1997 ..... 2005

Florida State

Francis Marion . .. . .. . . . .2-0 . . .... 1999
Gardner-Webb . . .
. ... 1-0 ...... 2000
Georgetown
....... . .1-0 .
. .1998
Ga. College &. State .... .3-1 ...... 1998
Grand Canyon .. ......... 1-0 ...... 2002
Harvard .. . . . . . . . . . . .1-0.
. .1991
Hawaii-Hilo . . .
. ... 1-0 . . ... .2006
lndianapoilis . . . .
. .1-0 ...... 2003
Kennesaw State . . .. .. .. .3-0 ...... 1997
Lees-McRae ........... .2-0 ...... 2000
Lindenwood ... . .. . . .. . .1-0 . . . .. .2006

..... 2002
..... 2000
..... 1998
..... 2004
..... 2002
..... 1991
..... 2006
..... 2003
. . .. .2005
... 2001
. . .. 2006

Massachusetts .. .. ........ J-0 ... .... .2000 .. .... .2006
Metro State .
. .. 1-0 ..... .2003
Michigan State .......... 7-1 ...... 1990
Millersville . .. . . .. . . ... . .1-0 ..... .2002
Mobile ................ 3-0 ...... 1993
Montana State . ..•...... 1-0 .... .. 1995
Montevallo ......•...... 1-0 . . .. . .1996
Nicholls State
.... 1-0 ...... 1995
North Florida
... 16-7 . .. . .1989
North Greenville . . . .
. .1 -0 ...... 2003
Northern Colorado .... . .. 1-0 . ..... 1998
Northern Iowa .......... 1-0 ...... 2002

..... 2003
. .... 1997
..... 2002
. . . .. 1995
..... 1995 •
. .... 1996
..... 1995
.... .2005
..... 2003
..... 1998
.... .2002

Saint leo ..... .... ... .. .....13-0 ........1990 .. ... ..2006
Siena ........•. . ...... 1-0 ...... 2005 ..... 2005
St. Ambrose
.. . .. . . . .1-0 . . .. 1989 ..... 1989
St. Francis ............. 1-0 ...... 1989 ..... 1989

St. Thomas IFlaJ .. ...... .. .9-0 ... ... ...1991 .. ... ..2006
St. Vincent ............. 1-0 ...... 2005
Seton Hall ......... . .... 1-0 ... . .. 2003
South Alabama . . . . .
. .0-1 ...... 1991
South Carolina-Aiken
.1 -0 . .. . .. 2002
South Carolina-Upstate .... 1-0 ...... 2005
Southern Mississippi ... . . .3-0 . .. . . .1996
Spellman .............. 1-0 ...... 1999
Stetson ..... . .•.. . . .. . .2-0 .. . .. .1990

..... 2005
. . . . .2003
..... 1991
.... .2002
.... .2005
. . . .. 1998
..... 1999
..... 1991

Tampa ..... ....... ... .......10-0 ... .. ...1991 .......2006
Tarleton State .
. . .1-0 . . . .2006
Temple ................ 2-0 ...... 1999
Tenn.-Chattanooga . .. . . . .1-0 .
. .2005
Toledo ................ 1-0 ...... 2004
Tulane . . .. . .
. . . .1-0 ...... 1996
... 2-0 ...... 2003
Tusculum ..
Valdosta State
.... 3-1 ...... 1997
Virginia . . . . . . . . .
. ... 1-0 . . .... 1993
Webber International ..... 6-0 ...... 1989

..... 2006
..... 2002
..... 2005
..... 2004
..... 1996
. . .. .2005
..... 2006
. . .. .1993
..... 1999

Northwood IFlaJ ..... ......3-0 ... .... .2004 .......2006

Westnorida .... ........ ...12-1 .. .. .. ..1991 .. .... .2004

Eckerd ..... .... ...... ... ...13-0 .. ......1993 ...... .2006
Embrv-Riddle ... ............2-0 ..... ...2005 ...... .2006

Northwood (Mich.) ....... 3-0 ...... 2002 . . .. .2004

Ferris State ............ 2-0 ...... 1998 ..... 1999
Flagler . .
. ......... 6-7 . . .. . .1989 . . . . .2001

Florida AUantic .... .... ....13-0 ....... .1989 .. .... .2000

Ohio.. .......
. .. 1-0 . . .. . .1989 . . . . .1989
Oklahoma City .......... 1-1 ...... 1999 ..... 2000
Ouachita Baptist . .. . .... .2-0 .. .. . .2001 ..... 2001

Willamette . . . . . .
. .... 1-0 ...... 1996
Wingate
.. . . .2-0 ..... .2002
Wisconsin-Lacrosse ...... 1-0 ...... 1989
Yale
.. . .. 1-0 . . .. 1991

Florida CC ............. .4-0 .. .. . .1990 ..... 1992

Palm Beach AUantic .. .... .3-0 .. ..... .2001 ..... ..2006

Nova Southeastern .... ....13-0 .. .. .. ..1989 ..... . .2006

2001 Opponents listed in Bold

..... 1996
. . ... 2003
... . . 1989
..... 1991

About Lvnn Universitv

About the Campus

Lynn University is a private, higher education institution, located in
prestigious Boca Raton, Florida. Founded in 1962, the university remains
committed to instilling academic excellence and the development of individual talents and interest, while providing students with a solid foundation for lifelong learning and the tools necessary to succeed in today's
fast-paced, ever-changing global environment.
The university originally received accreditation by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools in 1967 and has upheld the high
standards of the committee ever since. The university, under the direction of a Board of Trustees, remains committed to the continuous development of academic programs that demonstrate the university's vision of
global transformation, multicultural awareness and international
exchange.
Currently, Lynn University offers bachelor's, master's and doctoral
degrees in more than 25 different majors and 63 specializations that are
designed for traditional students, as well as the growing population of
adult learners, Today, more than 2,700 students from 46 states and 93
nations come to receive Lynn University's unique learning experience and
educational value.
Lynn University provides an environment that is private and personal,
as it is committed to student-centered learning, where faculty and staff
provide individualized attention tailored for students of varying levels of
academic proficiency. Faculty, staff and students contribute to an atmosphere that nurtures creativity, fosters achievement and values diversity.
Additionally, a full range of academic and support programs are coordinated to serve the increasingly diverse needs of individual undergraduate
and graduate students.
Lynn's academic curricula and programs are structured to provide a
balance between the theoretical and the practical, along with opportunities to become involved in community-based organizations and industries.
Education and service are fully integrated to meet the changing needs of
the local and global community. This integrative design prepares our
graduates to meet the dynamic needs of the emerging global society.
Lynn University is proud of its tradition of educating men and women
who assume positions of responsibility as competent professionals and
leaders in their chosen professions. Lynn University has fulfilled its purpose when graduates leave the institution having gained knowledge, confidence, competence, and imbued with a sense of values of self worth and
the world in which they live.
An affiliated Lynn University may be found in Dublin, Ireland, and is
called American College Dublin.

Lynn University is situated on a picturesque 123-acre campus, landscaped with indigenous flowers and tropical trees among seven freshwater lakes. Students thrive in the university's state-of-the-art contemporary
facilities, which include: classroom buildings, men's and women's residence halls, a library, sports and recreation center, student center, international academic center, University Club gourmet dining facility, fitness
center, auditorium, chapel and dining hall, all of which are air conditioned.
In addition, Lynn University's campus also features tennis, basketball and
sand volleyball courts, an outdoor swimming pool and soccer, softball and
baseball fields. All of this is located only three miles from the Atlantic
Ocean. Lynn University is also proud of its reputation as one of the safest
university campuses in the country.

About Boca Raton
Located on Florida's exclusive "gold coast," Lynn University is situated
between Palm Beach and Fort Lauderdale, in the heart of Boca Raton,
which offers a cosmopolitan atmosphere with hometown appeal. The fastgrowing city attracts Fortune 500 companies, including IBM, Motorola,
Sensormatic and Siemens, providing excellent internship and employment
opportunities. Transportation is also easily accessible with Boca Raton
centrally located in close proximity to three international airports.

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
Dr. Kevin Ross was named the fifth president of Lynn University, succeeding his father, Dr. Donald E. Ross, who was Lynn's president for the past 35 years. He took
office July 1, 2006.
Kevin Ross has held numerous administrative positions in educational institutions, including Lynn. In his most recent role preceding his presidency as chief operating officer (COO}, Kevin initiated and oversaw completion of Lynn's long-range strategic plan with the aid of Dr. George Keller, noted higher education strategic planning
expert and author of "Academic Strategy: The Management Revolution in American Higher Education." The long-range plan titled, "Lynn 2020," provides a blueprint for
developing Lynn University over the next 15 years (www.lynn.edu/2020).
Kevin came to Lynn in 1999 as associate dean of the Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn College of International Communication, where he facilitated installation of its
state-of-the-art broadcast journalism curriculum , studios and equipment.
Kevin also served as director of special projects, director of development, and vice president of institutional advancement before assuming the COO position in 2004.
Under his guidance, the institutional advancement division has increased in size, scope and achievements. It has embarked on ambitious plans to raise funds to support
several new campus expansion projects and academic program enhancements.
Kevin earned his A.B. degree in English in 1994 from Colgate University and his Master of Arts in Liberal Arts in 1997 at St. John's College in Annapolis, Md.
He recently received his doctorate in higher education leadership and policy from Peabody College of Vanderbilt University. His dissertation topic was "Bridging the Gap:
A Multi-Case Study of the Adoption and Implementation of Instructional Technology in Higher Education. "
In addition to receiving in-depth leadership education from his father, Kevin Ross has served as admissions officer and associate director of admissions at two independent schools, The Hill School (Pottstown, Pa.}, and Avon Old Farms School (Avon, Conn.}. His first higher education post was assistant to the president of Wilmington
College (Wilmington, Del.}.
He has served on the Palm Beach Literacy Coalition board of directors, the President's advisory board of Pope John Paul II High School, and the founding board of
directors of Boca Raton Educational Television.
He and his wife, Kristen Carr Ross, are the parents of a daughter, Ainsley, and a son, Graham. Kristen is a former vice president and current member of the Junior

GREG ~ ' [b[?ffl]Bll]
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
Gregory J. Malfitano has been associated with Lynn University for over a quarter of a century - 34 years to be precise - and has been a part of its growth from
Marymou nt College to the College of Boca Raton to NCAA Division II Lynn University. Presently, Malfitano serves as Senior Vice President for Administration. His administrative duties for the institution cover a wide span of responsibilities while, in 2006, he was named a member of the Sunshine State Conference Sportsmanship Committee.
Born to the late Dr. Anthony Malfitano and Beatrice Bradshaw Malfitano on June 20, 1953 in Syracuse, New York, Malfitano is one of seven siblings. Raised in
Syracuse, he attended Bishop Ludden High School, which a short time ago honored him as an "Outstanding Alumni of the Class of 1971." From Ludden, he went on to
earn an Associate Degree from Marymount College, a Bachelor's Degree from Wilmington College, and a Master's Degree from Central Michigan University.
A recipient of the Outstanding Alumni Award from Lynn University in 1991 and the Lifetime Achievement Award in 1998, Malfitano currently serves as Vice President
of the One Hundred Club of Palm Beach County and was honored with the 1998 Notre Dame Exemplar Award for God, Country, and Notre Dame.
Married to wife Barbara, they are the parents of two sons, 21-year-old Ryan who is a junior at Elon University and 18-year-old Taylor who is a freshman at Villanova
University.
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Kristen Moraz was named Lynn University's sixth Director of Athletics on June 29, 2006 after previously serving as associate athletics director and senior women's
administrator. Moraz is Lynn's second female athletics director and one of fewer than 50 women athletic directors, out of 289 ADs in NCAA Division II. She takes over
one of the top athletics programs in the nation, one that finished 10th in the Sports Academy Director's Cup and which holds 18 national championships.
In her most recent role, the Columbia, Md. native handled myriad duties for the 11-sport Fighting Knight program, including overseeing budgets, supervising coaches and teams and serving as co-advisor to Lynn's very active Student Athlete Athletic Council (SAA(). She is the representative on the NCAA Division II Softball South Region
Advisory Committee, and serves as a point person for all home events and conference championships held on the Lynn campus. Moraz also has served as a member of
the SSC Basketball Tournament Committee since 2004. She will serve as chairperson for the 2006-07 SSC basketball tournament, which Lynn will host from February 28
to March 4, 2007.
Moraz is well aware what Lynn student-athletes go through on a daily basis as she competed on the hardwood for the Knights from 1993-97. She was a four-year
letter winner for the women's basketball team who served as team captain during her senior year and was part of the Knights' 24-5 squad that advanced to the NAIA
National Tournament.
'
Moraz also found time to be a campus leader, serving as Student Government Association president during her senior year, a member of the Knights of the
Roundtable honorary society, and recipient of the Trustee's Medal, the university's highest honor for a graduating senior. She earned her bachelor of science in business
administration from Lynn in 1997, and a master of business administration from Lynn in 2000. Moraz is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in organizational leadership from Capella
University's School of Business.
Following her playing days, Moraz spent time in the private sector and as Lynn's student activities coordinator from 1998-2000 before returning as assistant athletic director in the summer of 2002. She has also served as a mentor for Lynn's freshman transition program, First-Year Experience.
A member of the National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Admin istrators (NACWAA) , Moraz is a 1993 graduate of Hammond High School in Columbia,
where she played for the Maryland Class 2A State Champion Golden Bears girl's basketball team. Her high school accomplishments led Lynn University to recruit Moraz
for its first women's basketball team in 1993.
Moraz volunteers with the Greater Boca Raton Chamber of Commerce and serves on the Young Professionals Board for the chamber's Golden Bell Education
Foundation.
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LYNN UNIVERSITY

Mccusker Spons Complex
McCusker Sports Complex is the home of the baseball, softball , soccer
and tennis teams at Lynn University and has been the host of Sunshine
State Conference and NCAA Regional tournaments.

ed the NCAA South Reg ional tournament in 2005 and 2006, the first time
in program history that occurred. The women's tennis team has won six
national championships while eight Sunshine State Conference
Championship squads have also played on these courts. A memorial
bench was commemorated to the late Aivaras Balekas prior to the 2006
season .

Baseball
The baseball field is located on the southeast corner of campus, sharing a border with Military Trail and Potomac Boulevard. Long home runs
can be seen crossing mid-day traffic. The baseball team had one of the
most successful seasons under skipper Rudy Garbalosa, making its fi rst
ever NCAA post-season appearance and are looking fo rward to a new
baseball stadium in the future.

Softball
The softball field is located adjacent to the baseball field and share outfield bleachers. Home of the 200 5 NCAA Division II Softball National
Champions, this field saw a prog ram record 88 home runs sail over its
fences during its title run, which are 190 down the lines and 220 to
straightaway center field. The softball field received a face lift in 2006 with
the possibility of a new stadium in the near future.

Soccer
The men's and women's soccer team call this place home, which is
located on the southwest corner of the Lynn University campus. The soccer field hosted the 2003 Sunshine State Conference semifinals and finals
as well as the 2006 quarterfinals round of the NCAA Division II National
Tournament. Six national championship teams have played on the soccer
field formerly known as "the graveyard."

Tennis
Both men's and women 's tennis teams host their events on the complex's six tennis courts. Both the men's and women 's tennis teams host-

de Hoernle Spons Center
The de Hoernle Sports Center is the home to men's and women's basketball and volleyball. The gym recently increased its capacity to 1,000
seats to go along with its four locker rooms in anticipation of hosting the
2006-07 Sunshine State Conference basketball tournament.
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Men's Basketball
Scott McMillin

Women's Basketball
Pam Decosta

Men's Golf
Chris Greenwood

Women's Golf
Courtney Bibby

4~Season

4~Season

Z" Season

4~Season

Men's Soccer
Shaun Pendleton

Women's Soccer
Rocky Orezzoli

Softball
Cherene Hiesl

Volleyball
Lynze Roos

1611 Season

u~Season

Men's & Women's Tennis
Mike Perez

Z" Season

1811 Season

111 Season

Athletic Department Points of Pride
Lvnn UnlVersitV teams have won 18 nauonal uues: seven NCU Championships and 11 NAIA Nauonal Tides.
Sil different Lvnn programs lwomen·s gon, women's soccer, women's tennis, men's gon, men's soccer and soltballl have won national
UUes.
Four different Lvnn programs (women's gon, women's soccer, women's tennis and men's soccerl have won mulUple nauonal
championships.
Lvnn UnlVersltV's 2005 Softball championship team became iust the third team in DIVision II historv to go undefeated
through reg11na1 and nauonal championship plav.
Since becoming afull-Hedged member of the sunshine State Conference for the 1998-99 academic vear, the FighUng Knights have
taken home 20 SSC rmes. Feur LU spons lmen·s soccer, men's gon and men's and wolnen's tennisl have claimed mulUple league
uues.
Lvnn UniVersitV became the fifth school in sunshine State Conference hlstorv to Win the SSC Mavor's Cup Men's Division In back-toback vears.
The FighUng Knights boasted aconference best 44 All-Sunshine State Conference selecuons In 2005-06.
The FighUng Knights have garnered the second most All-Sunshine State Conference selecuons 12591 since the 1991-98 season.
the first Lvnn was eligible to eam all-conference honors.
The Blue and White succeed not onlJ on the field but In the classroom. Since 1996, more than 2.000 student-athletes have turned in
grade-paint averages 813.0 or bener. On the average, 109 LU student-athletes produce GPA's of 3.0 or bener each semester.

Rose Addotta

Chad Beattie

Mike Delva

Michael Duck

Tim Heskett

Athletics Secretary

Sports Information Director

Head Groundskeeper

Head Trainer

Facilities Coordinator
Asst. Men's Basketball
Coach

Jesse Kapellusch

Janell Lunsford

Rebecca·McCray

Jeff Messman

Lance Neinas

Concessions Manager
Asst. Baseball Coach

Coordinator of Athletic
Annual Giving and
Blue & White Events

Graduate Assistant
Department of Athletics

Assistant SID

Assistant Trainer

Dr. Ralph Norcio

Sara Quatrocky

Paul Rinschler

Jon Roos

Faculty Athletic Rep

Director Student-Athlete
Services

Transportation Coordinator

Marketing Coordinator

Bony Zavladaver
Director of Club Sports

Assistant Trainer
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Athletics Master Plan
The Fighting Knights have plans to build new facilities to expand the current de Hoernle Sports and Cultural Center. We encourage Fighting Knights'
supporters to view the design drawings. Naming opportunities are available.
Please contact Jay Brandt , for more information.
Jay Brandt
Director for Athletic Development
& Major Gift Officer
(561)237-7947 Office
(561) 237-7819 Fax
jbrandt@lynn.edu

Baseball Stadium
Field Dimensions
Alleys - 335 ft. & 370 ft.
Center - 400 ft.

Spectator Seating
750 covered seats
750 portable seats

Press Box
400 square feet

Soccer Field
Field Dimensions
80 yards x 120 yards + 10 feet

Spectator Seating
750 covered seats
750 portable seats

Press Box
400 square feet

Promenade

Athletic Fitness Center
& Parking Garage
Planned Space Utilization
Athletic Offices & Meeting Rooms
Blue & White Room
Athletics Hall of Fame
Fitness Center & Locker Rooms

3 levels of Parking
Tennis Pavillion
Courts
6 varsity courts
3 practice courts

Spectator Seating
Grand Stand

Amenities
Pro Shop
Hospitality Room

Competition Pool
Pool Dimensions
25 yards x 25 meters
8 lanes

Spectator Seating
150 covered seats
350 portable seats

Filtration Room
800 square feet

Softball Stadium
Field Dimensions
200 ft.

Spectator Seating
500 covered seating
500 portable seats

Press Box
400 square feet

LYNN MEN'S & WOMEN'S 1iENNIS; 2DD7 SCHEDULE

MEN'S SCHEDULE
II
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAT

TuE
FRI-SUN
SUN
SAT
SUN
THU
MON

WED

TUE

THU
SUN

TUE

THU
THU
FRI
SAT
SUN
THU-SAT
THU-SAT
WED-SAT.

FEB3
FEB6
FEB9-ll
FEBI8
FEB24
FEB25
MARI
MARS
MAR7
MAR2O
MAR22
MAR25
MAR27
MAR29
APR5
APR6
APR7
APRI5
APR}9-21
MAY3-5
MAY9-12

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC;:PALM BEACH ATLANTIC
EMBRY-RIDDLE INVITATIONAL
ECKERD*

FLORIDA SOUTHERN*
SAINTLEo*
ST.THOMAS
NORTHWOOD (MICH.)

TEMPLE

NORTHWOOD (FLA.)
OUACHITAB
FLORIDA TECH*

BARRY*
ROLLINS*
AUBURN-MONTGOMERY
WEST FLORIDA
EMORY
FLORIDA GULF COAST
SSC TOURNAMENT
NCAA REGIONALSS
NCAA QlAMPIO .
.Ya

}O:00AM
3:00PM
TBA
}:OQPM
2:00PM
U:OOAM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
10:00AM
2:00PM
TBA
}:QQPM
}:QQPM
}Q:QQAM
10:00AM
TBA
TBA
TBA

DELRAY BEACH. FLAWEST PALM BEACH, FLADAYTONA BEACH. FLAST. D1"°11"17D•=URG, FLAJ...H-leu:.L.H,nu.,

FLA-

SAINT LEo, FLAMIAMI GARDENS, FLABOCA RATON, FLA.
BOCA RATON, FLA.
WEST PALM BEACH, FLABOCA RATON, FLA.
BOCA RATON, FLA.
BOCA RATON, FLA.
TBA
MONTGOMERY, ALA.
PENSACOLA, FLAM0NTGOMERY, ALA.
BOCA RATON, FLA.
TAMPA. FLA: ·· ~c' ·. . ·
TBA
.ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FLA- _•.

WOMEN'S SCHEDULE
THU

FEBI
FEB3
FEB5
TuE
FEB6
FRI-SUN . FEB 9-ll
FRL ,,, -i FEBI6
SAT ': _ FEB 17
SUN -·
·- FEB18
SAT!'".•-,
FEB 24
SUN ·. '...
FEB 25
WED -- ·_"'FEB28
THU;;;.:- '- MAR I
SUN ';:''·
MAR 18
MON• _, - ., MAR 19·
TuE
MAR2O
SUN
MAR25
MON
MAR26
SAT
MAR31
THU
APR5
FRI ,
APR 6
SAT
APR 7
SU
APRI5
THu-SAT
APR 19-21
THu-SAT
MAY 3-5
WED-SAT MAY 9-12

SAT
MON

s

FLORIDA ATLANTIC
ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC#
BROWARDCC·
PALM BEACH ATLANTIC
EMBRY-RIDDLE Jr,,'VITATIONAL
.. JLLJ.......'"°'B
. OROUGH CC -

~=;t·f~¾{t< _:: .
Fl.ORIDASo
SAINT LEo~::...,:,

•·
~

-

:~~~~ iJ,'.rY ·_

NOVA So M'"Uli:"n<.-n:--.:'1\1*. ·
nu,i~ACHUSE:n'S NORTHWOOD (FLA.)
FLORIDA TECH*
DETROIT MERCY
ROLLINS*
AUBURN-MONTGOMERY
WEST FLoRIDA .
SJ\MFORD
FLORIDA GULF COAST
SSC TOURNAMENT
NCAA REGIONALSS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS%

BOCA RATON. FLA: ,
DELRAY BEACH. FLA-,
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA- --·
WEST PALM BEACH, FLA-,
DAYTONA BEACH, FLJ\..~.:-r,-e•-~-c-~,~: :i,fi
BOCA RATON. FlJ\;'pj1ii1f·f,:
TAMPA. FIX~,:ft:0 ~~;;_~~;1i~:,tt-o,f, ,
ST. D-.:-il"l'"D•=URG, FLA:'. ;~~~-· . : ,,

>\;., · .

FLA.. :..c" .._-:

.L.SAINT.,UU::.LLEolU'"1,,. ~

,_;:~ '' >

- '.--·~ ...+:·>

-

MIAMI SHORES, FLJ\..\'>--:-,
MIAMI GARDENS, FLA..
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.•·
BOCA RATON, FLA. , -' - - · ·-.:. :·.;t
WEST PALM BEACH. FLA..
BOCA RATON. FLA.
BOCA RATON, FLA.
BOCA RATON, FLAMONTGOMERY, ALA.•
PENSACOLA, FU\.. ,
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
BOCA RATON. FLA.
TAMPA. FLA..
TBA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FLA-

HOME MATCHES IN BOLD
• SSC MATCHES
::t PLAYED
SITES
% H OSTED BY ROLLINS COLLEGE AND THE

PLAYED AT HOST

4

-·,. , '

AT D ELRAY B EACH TENNIS CENTER
FLORIDA SPORTS C OMMISSION

V1s1t us onl1ne at

ww w .lynn .edu / athlet1cs

2:00PM
10:00AM
3:00PM
2:00PM
TBA
2:00PM
10:00AM
IQ:3OAM
2:00PM
2:00PM

3:00PM
2:00PM
-IO:3OAM
2:00PM
2:00PM
10:00AM
2:00PM
10:00AM
1:00PM
}:OQPM
10:00AM
10:00AM
TBA
TBA
TBA

